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1. TH!!: CONCEPT OF MONETARY tmION ,

~ 1.1 The concept of monetary union in the economio literature

e

Since World War II, the concept of monetary union has been discussedin

the literature in two main oontexts. The first one - the principal

writers are Meade and Scitov~ (1) - was concerned with the

question whether monetary union facilitates the successful formation of

an economic union. The seoond one - with Munden, McKinnon and Kennen (2)

as protagonists (2) - developed the olosely connected concept of an

optimum currency area as an allegedly more constructive way of conducting

the old debate about fixed or flexible exchange rates. Contu.eion between

these two approaches to monetary union has led to an in.conclusive discussion

both in theory and for economic policy.

.

The first approach starts from the given situation of a customs or economic

union, which may empirioally be far from optimal in terms of movement of

production faotors within the area; harmonization of fiscal and other policy

instruments;. etc. Given the empirical framework, the question then ilS

whether monetary union' helps in making development towards fUll eoonomic

union more viable.

~,e

The second approach, on the other hand, specifically attempts to iden.tify

the economic conditions of an area within which it may be optimal to have

fixed exchange rates and flexible exchange rates with the rest of the world.

The fundamental weakness, and even contradiction, in the theory of optimal

currency areas is tha.t it tries to apply optimality rules to actual situations

tha.t are typically suboptimal in terms of eoonomio efficiency. Economic

theor;y shows that, when at least one of the economic optimality rules is

\'

.../...

(1) J.E. Meade, tiThe balance of pa;yments problems of a European Free Trade
Area", Economic Journal, September 1957; T. Scitovsky, "The th,eory of the
balance of pa.;yments and the problem of a common European currency",
!,vklos. 1957.

(2) R.A. Mundll!!ll, "A theory of optimum ourrency areas", American Eoonomic
Revbw, september 1961; R.Io McKinnon, "Optimum currency areas",- American
Eoonomio Review, September 1963, P.B. Kenen, "The theory of optimum
ourrencyareas : an eolectio view", in R.A. Mundell and A.K. Swoboda, (eds.),
Monetary Problems of the International Economy, Ohicago, 1969.~

.
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violated, it is no longer possible to say a priori whether the enforcement

of first-best rules in the remaining parts of the economy will improve or

impair the efficiency of the system (1). In pa.rticular, a monetary

union, if it is to be defined as complete currency unifica.tion, does !!2i
necessarily improve the efficiency of an economic union. Moreover,we cannot

say a priori that the area of a monetary Union should coincide with that of

the eoonomic union. Monetary unification should contribute to economic

union; therefore the characteristics of each specific st~e of unification

can only be determined by an evaluation Gf the costs and benefits. of their

contributions.

"

..

This conceptual inconsistency of the theory of optimum currenoy areas is, on

the other hand, avoided by the first approaoh to the problem, where the question

was indeed cast in terms of expediency (i.e., in terms of tlsecond-besttl

theory), by asking whether,given attempts to develop a customs union into a

full economic union, monetary unification is or is not an efficient way of

implementing that process.

e

1.2 The concept of monetary union in this report

The second-best theoretical approach suggested above leads to a definition

of monetary union which may seem somewhat vague but it is perhaps more

relevant to actual empirical application. Monetary union, trom this point of

view. WG\1ld be an institutional or~ization among countries aiming at

economic union. BUch as to miniÎnize. the ineffioiencies inherent in the use

and control of money within the union. As a corollary, this definition

implies that, within the union, exchange rates are fixed, or, if flexible,

that their changes are aimed at maximizing effioienoy in thé prooess leading to

full economic union.

,ol

._~

Crucial to this way of defining monetary union is then the identification,

and quantification, of :

(a)what inefficiencies may arise in the use and oontrol of moneYI

(b) in what cases exchange rate ohanges are merely monetary phenomf!JDa, and in

what cases they may themselves cause real effects.

.../...

(1) For the application of this theoretioal framework to the optimum currenoy
area debate, see M. De Cecco, I~a teoria delle aree monetarie ottime
e l'unificazionemonetaria european, Note EconCJIII.iohedel Monte dei Pasohi
di Siena, 1971.

'y
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2. EFFICIENCY OF MONETARY AND EXCHANGE RATE POLICIES

As forcefully underlined by a group of economists in a recently published

document (1), the functions of money as a unit of àccount, means of

payment, and store of value are such that, when a single currency is adopted

in a number of countries and indeed, in the limit by' the whole wolzold,majQr

advantages accrue from greater economic efficiency. On this basis alone, mone-

tary union should imply a single currency, or, at least, completely and irre-

vocably fixed exchange rates among currencies of the member c,)untries, a.nd

membership should be universal. Money, however, is thought te be important not

only for the demand that it satisfies as a unit of acoount, means of payment, ,

and store of value, but also beoause its amount relative to other financial

and real assets in the economy is a factor in determining decisions to spend,

and so may influence the proportions of expenditure devoted to investment or

consumption. Thus, controlling the supply of money (or the oonditions of ore-

dit that result in the supply of money) is considered as an important aspect

of economic policy.

The question for monetary union, from this second point of view, becomes

whether economic efficiency in the process leading to economic union is

maximized by unifying monetary policy at the monetary union level,either

directly on the basis of a single currency, or indirectly through fixed

exchange rates among the currencies of member countries.

Preliminary to this question, however, is the crucial question around which

turns much of the debate in monetary theory and policy, namely to what extent

monetary policy is capable of influencing the real economy. On the other ha.nd,the

answers to that question imply a view of the effectiveness of exchange rate chan-

ges, viz whether the effects m~ be oonsidered at least to some extent more than

. purely nominal.

2.1 Effectiveness of monetary policy

On the effectiveness of monetary policy economists are divided, although

there is a growing consensus that, in long-run situations, monetary. policy is

unable to affect the level of real activity, but only affects the rate of price

inflation. There lS much less agreement as to how muoh inf1uenoe monetar,y polioy

has on the level of economic activity in the short run, and

.../...

(1) Published in ~e Economist, November 1st, 1975, as "The All Saints' day
manifesto for European monetary union".
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on the length of this run. Besides, not all economists accept long-run

situations as empirically relevant, since they maintain that the structure

Qf an economy, and as a consequence even its political framework, may be

modified by a series of short-run effects, and hence never experience the

long-run situations that are envisaged in models of balanced economic

growth. In their view, the long run must be brought within the scope of

active economio polioy by designing interventions directed at changing the

struoture of an economy.

.,

~

On the other hand, all eoonomists aocept that, in at least one limited

sense, monetary policy has real effeots, viz on the distribution of inoome

between the money-issuing authorities (the government) and money-users (the

general public), since real resources (the so-called seigniorage) are extract-

ed by the former from the latter through the issue of a non-interest bearing

asset (money) whose marginal cost of produotion is lower than the marginal

value of the real resources against which it is exchanged. When there is in-

flation, additional real resources are obtained from money-users in the form

of an inflationary tax rate equal to the difference between the nominal rate

of interest and the real rate of interest. Moreover, because most contracts

involving goods, services, and financial assets, are in nominal terms, infla-

tion can also have real effects on the distribution of income among indivi-

duals (debtorsvs. oreditors), and among funotional or Bocial olasses (wage

earners vs. profit earners and'rentiers; workers vs. oapitalists;young

people vs. old people).

e

~

,-~

2.2 The effectiveness of exchange rate policy

The aboveview would suggest that the real costs to any national economy of,

harmonizing monetary policies within a fixed exchange rate ~stem, or even of

merging them into a common policy on the basis of a single ourrency, are (1) the

short-run effects on the level of national economic activity, and (2) the re-

distributive effeots achievable by allowing the national inflation rate to

depart from the average level of inflation for the union. Considering the very

sizeable beneti t II of a single OI1l'!'8ElCyreferred to above, the introduotion of such

a currenoy would appear ta add,on balance, to the welfare of the union.

.../...

'Jr,
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On this view one would have to attaoh ver,y great weight to the politioal

relevanoe of the short-run effeots of monetary policy on the level of real

activity and/or of ohoosing the national inflation rate to achieve a desired
~>

impact on the redistribution of inoome and wealth.

;;

ft

,.

;-

...

..

There are many economists, partioular~ among those associated with the

formulation of demand management policies, who would be prepared on these

grounds to argue that harmonization of monetary policies with fixed exchange

rates within the union, or outright adoption of a commOn currency, would add

to inefficienoies in an area in which rigidities of various kinds ~esult in

monetary and oredit policy having important real effects on the level and

structure of economic aotivity. Thus economists sharing this view would tend

to propose more flexible exchange rates within the union in order to compen-

sate for those rigidities, at least as long as they persist within and among

the regions and countries belonging to the union, but only as long as the

real benefits of using the exchange rate instrument are superior to those

flowing from a single ourrenc~.

FUrther, the authorities otten believe that monetary

policy is a powerful inl?trument in influenoing emplo;yment levels, and the

existence of this belief, whether empirically valid or not, would imp~ that

divergent monetary policies cannot be avoided and would, therefore, require

ohanges in exchange rates.

Thus, the positions sketched above on the efficacy of monetary policy

entail some view as to the effectiveness of changes in exchange rates.

Changes in exchange rates, being changes in the price of one money in terms

of another, will have real and monetary effects on the same grounds on which

it is maintained that changes in the stock of money also have real or simply

monetary effects.

The distinction between monetary and real effects of exchange rate changes

is closely connected with a judgement as to the length of the short run.

In order to clarify and make them empirically relevant, it may be useful to

restate these concepts in another way.

Exchange rate changes may be considered to affect primarily the balance

of payments (and particularly the current acoount), or primarily the domestic

price level. To simplifY matters, the first view maintains that exchange rate

changes have in the main qUantitt effects (en imperts. and exports, and hence on

production and expenditure), while the second view maintains that exchange

rate changes mainly affect money prices, and have no lasting effects

..~/... - I
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on real quantities. We may associate the first view with the Keynesian

tradition, and the second view with the monetarist tradition. ..

It is not surprising that the first view, the Keynesian tradition, of

the effects of exchange rate changes on the current account, and on income

and employment, was initially developed under the purely Keynesian assumpt ions

of fixed money wages and prices, even though full employment situations were

incorporated into the so-called "elasticity approach" by the development of

the "absorption approach". In any case, whatever the assumptions of the

various models in this strand of thought, the analysis was always concerned

with identifYing the channels through which exchange rate changes could

have real effects, i.e. effects on quantities (such as real income and trade

flows) and on relative prices (such as the terms of trade) and not simply

monetary or nominal effects. Attention was therefore paid to the role of

exchange rate changes in the process of adjustment to a balance of payments

disequilibrium, or, more broadly, to the use of exchange rate changes as

instruments of economic policy that, together with other instruments

(monetary and fiscal), could assure the me.inte:ca.nce of both internal (full

employment) and e~ternal (balance of payments) equilibrium.

.~

.

In -the alternative view, whioh has been particularly emphasized sinoe the

lata sixties in the form of the "monetarist approaoh" to the balanoe of

pa.yments, changes in exchange ratesoannot be an autonomous cause of changes

in relative prices, and henoe or changes in real quantities.

,~

Both views have, in any Oase, overoome the partial equilibrium analysis

of the foreign exchange market and the balance of paymènts, and look upon

them a.s depending on the overall equilibrium of the economy. Thus, both views

consider the problem of equilibrium in the balance of payment s as determined

by the relationship between inoome and expenditure (the current acoount

equilibrium) and by the desire te hold certain proportians of fereign assets

in the overall financial portfolio of the economy (the capital account),

with emphasis by the monetarists on the relation between supply and,demand

for money as the ultimate determinant of the overall balance of payments

account. The essential difference then does not lie in these statements, but

ra.ther on accepting or not the view that changes in exchange rates can affect

these relationships in 8. permanent way, i.e. can have real effects on the

ratio of expenditure te inoome, on portfolio allocation, and on the demand

for real cash balancese

-,

~,

..0/... .
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2.2.1 Monetary effects Qt-exchange rate changes

...

e

Since the development of the theory of purchasing power parity,

i t has been understood that excb.a.nge rate changes have, at least as a

tendenoy, the effect of aligning the price level of tradeable goods

on the world level (when translated in terms of a commonunit of

account). This, in itself, is due to the arbitrage of goods in integra-

ted markets, and does not change the relative prices of different goods

and services. When only two aggregate sectors are considered, namely

that producing exportable goods and that facing the competition of

imports, exchange rate changes cannot affect, in this view, the equi-

librium level of the terms of trade. If, for example, the domestic

currency is devalued, thereby increasing the price of imports in

domestic currency, this change is compensated by an equiproportional

increase in the price of exports in terms of domestic currency.

..

~-

If these were the only consequences of changes in exchange rates,

the terms of trade would not change, and it would therefore not be

very interesting ,to analyse the effects of exchange rate changea on

the current account of the balance of payments. Putting it another

way, since a devaluation would not have expenditure-switching effects

(because the relative price of importa and exports had not changed),

it could have an effect on the current account only if it had

expenditure-reducing effects (through the attempt of the non-government

sector to reconstitute the real value of their cash balances).

Since, at this level of analysis, the terms of trade do not change

with changes in the exchange rate, the distinction between importable

and exportable ~od8 (or sectors) is not very interesting. It is more

illuminating to aggregate importables and export.ables into thp. tradeable

(or exposed) goods sector, and distinguish instead a non-tradeable

(or sheltered) goods sector. A change in the exchange rate would then

clearly affect, at least initially, the relative price of tradeablesl

non-tradeables, since it equally increases (with a devaluation) both

import and export prices when they are measured in terms of domest ic

currencyo Thus, exchange rate changes Beem to have a relative price

effect, although not the tradit ional one on the terms of trade. Even

this, however, is only temporary. In fact, unless a ohange in the exchange
..

...1...
~
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rate was to af'f'ect the real productive capaoitiesof' the eooDOID1'tor the tastes

of' the oountry' as regards the allocation of' its eJq)end1turebetweeh tradeables

and non-tradeables J the economy must necessarily' come.back in due course to

the initiàl real position, with the initial relative prices and the same

current account.

~

-.,

The process of adjustment, in the monetarist view, goes through the

deflationary effect on expenditure that is provoked by the increase in

the prices of tradeable goods (expenditure-reducing effect). This

induces a temporary surplus in the current account J which, in the absence

of offsetting capital movements, and of sterilizing monetary policy,

pumps money into the econOmy, thus reconstituting real balances and

hence expenditure at the initial level and, also, in the prócess, raising

the price level of non-tradeable goods so as to bring them back into

line with the higher price level of tradeable goods.

e

/

In conclusion, according to ,the monetarist view, the relative price

effects of exchange rate changes are only temporary. Moreover, they do

not involve the tfJrins of trade, but rather the relative price between

tradeables ¥-dr non-tradeables. More important, they trigger off expend-

iture-r~d::îöing (or expenditure-expanding) effects that are also only

temporary, until the real value of assets &re reoonstituted, together

with the real (relative) prices and real quantities of produotion and

demand; atter this, the balanoe of' p8\YIDen1:swill be again at its initial

level.
._~.

It may be interesting, and crucial for certain purposes, to know

the len;;cth of time for these effects to take place. However, it is clear

that, iD. this view, the real variables of the eoonomywill not be
affected in the long run by exchange rate changes.

Similar oonsideratioDs to those developed above are used to maintain

that the effects of exohange rate ohanges are only monetary in the long

run even when capital movements are exp1icitely introduced into the

pioture, i.e. when the oapita1 aooount is considered in addition to the

current acoount of' the balanoe of payments. However, in the short run,

these oapital flows can be responsible for the erratio fluotuation of the

exchange rate around the purohasing power parity.

':..

.../...

~
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..

As an explanation of the above phenomenon,it could be argued that

there is a lack of speculation which, according to the traditional

theory of flexible exchange rates, ought to stabilize the exchange rate

around its equilibrium level, which is determined by the purchasirlg power parity.

Thie dearth of speculation could be due to the increase in risks 'facing

the banks which, for a long time, were regarded as the "natur'tl"

candidates for stabiÎizing speculative activity, and to the regulation

of these operations by the central banks. (1).

,i

-
However, a. more general explanation could be given which takes into

account not only the monetary nature of thé exchange rate (in terme

of purchasin{t power parity), but also its determination in the short and

long run. According to the monetary approach the exch~e rate is not

analytically determined by the foreign exchange market or in other words

by the transaction flows recorded on the capital and current aocount. It

is determin~d..bY .theequilibrium and disequilibrium on the various mC?!!l
markets (whioh are markets for stocks of money relative to other stoOks öf

finanoial assets, and are therefore interdependent from the point of view of

optimum portfolio' managemen't J. In a fixed exchange rate regime, the

variable to determine is the balance of payments; a balance of paymente'

disequilibrium is only possible in as much as there is disequilibrium

in the market for money (the latter could be due to monetary or real

factors). A deficit or surplus will persist until the market for money

is in equilibrium. Under a flexible exohange rate system, the variable

~- .../...

.,

(1) Some attention has been devoted recently to the effeots that exoessive
fluctuations in exohange ratee may have had in generating false trading, i.e.
in bduoing exports ~d imports (with underlying allocation effects on demand
and production) that are not really justified in terms of comparative advantage.
It should be noted. that, in eo far as this argwnentis empirically correct,
it does not depend on exchange rate flexibility but on excessive fluctuations
and possible exchange rate instability. In the light of the above argwaent,
the latter might be the consequence of wrong policies vis-à-vis speculation
on the part of monetary authorities, and of not adequately "managed't
floa.ting rates, which prevents the development of more efficient exohange
rate markets. It should also be underlined that the empirical observation
of wide exchange rate fluctuations on which these reasonings are based
relates generally to the dollar exchange rate vis-à-vis individual currencies.
Effective exchange rates have generally been more stable. Moreover, even
bilateral exchange rates between pairs of European Communities' currenoies
have generally been more stable than with respeot to the U.S. dollar.

.
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ta detemine becomes the exchange rate, according to the same principles

of the monetary approach, the exchanga rate will continue to vary, until

there is equilibrium on tha market for money.

In particular, the exchange rate is determined in the short run

by expectations concerning the futura return

on different kinds of assets, included here ara foreign financial assets

on which a :considerable part of the anticipated return: . a function of the

expected exchange rate. Even more, if expectations with respeci to the

exchange rate are based on previous changes in the exchange rate, then

it could diverge over a long period of time from its long-term value.

Before concluding this section, a possible misnnderstanding should

be cleared away. The view that exchange rate changes have, by themselves,

only monetary effects, does not mean that they cannot accompany rea.l

changes. For example, when the terms of trade must change for some real

reason that bas disturbed the initial equilibrium, and this cannot be

done by the required upward.. and downward changœ in money prices of the

different commodities involved, a change in the I«!nera.l Drice level and

consequently in the exch.a.nl.;e rate is necessary to achieve the required ad-

justment. ThuB the differential impact of the oil price increase on the terros

of trade of individual industrialized countries has required additional

adjustments of exchange rates between some of them.

The only sense in whioh, in this case t we may talk of a "real" effect

of exchange rate changés is that these changes avoid the persistence of

a real disequilibrium situation. But they are only the moneta.ry form

that the real adjustment takes, and only one of the possible fomso Both

the disequilibrium and the adjustment involve real varia.bles, and

moneta.ry varia.bles (like the exchange rate) a.ccompa.n.Y this adjustment;

they are not the cause of the real cha.nge,but the effect.

2.2.2 Real effects of exehanRe rate ehanges

In appreciating the possible real affeets of exchange rate changes,

the last paragraph of the preceding section is important. In fact, if we

do not consider that real disequilibrium situations are self-liquidating

but might be ehronie, then ehanges in exohange rates acquire a status as

...1...

,..

~

e

..

~...~

.,.
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the drivingforce throughwhich real effects can be obtained. This
view of exchange rate ch&Dges and their real effectiveness was indeed,

as already' recalled, the main argument that early lCeynesians put forward

in favour of flexible exchange rates or devaluations as means of

improving emplo~ent.

Apart from persistent disequilibrium situations, we may now question

whether, even in situatioœ in which economies tend to find their real

equilibrium, exchange rate changes can have real effects.

e
The analysis of the preceding section, although particularly

addressed to the monetarist view and. its implioations, should already'

have cast some light on this question. In fact, even in that analysis,

it is recoRnized that exchange rate ohanges do have effeots on real

variables (relative prices, quantities produced and demanded, real

expenditure, real income), but that these are only temporary. ThUs, the

first ,question is; what is the length of the period during which exchange

rates have some real effeots (how short is the short ran)? We might also

raise the second,question : is it acoeptable to oonsider the

long-run structure of the eoonomy as unaffeoted by what happens in the

short run ?

ie

The length of the "short" run during which exchange rate changes

do have real effeots is ~onneoted with the existence of various rigidities

and with money illusion. It should be olear that the term "illusion"

does not necessarily imply an irrational behaviour on the part of economic

agents, but the fact that for various institutional and social reasons

economic contracts are fixed in money terms and are not readily ad~sted

when their real value ohanges with a chànge in the general price level.

When the ohange in the price level is due to a change in exchange rates,

we may talk of exchange rate illusion.

The theory of optimum currenoy areas added a new dimension to the

olassic debate on fixed vs. flexible exchange rates, by pointing out that

the extent of exchange rate illusion depends crucially on the deRl'ee of

ODeMess ol the econom.v. The more open an eoonomy, in the sense that the

larger is the weight (direct and indirect) of' traded goods prices in the

general price level, the le88 oredible it is that money contraots (and.

~

...1...

,ê
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money expenditure engagements, like ~vernment expenditure) are not

adjusted for changes in the exchange rate and the concomitant changee in the

prices of traded goods. ThuB an element in reducing the money illusion

is the existence of institutional provisions for indexing money contracts,

and particularly wages and salaries. The closer the indexing reflects

the actual rise in the cost of living, inclusive of the increase in

traded goods prices, the lower is the degree of exchange rate illusion,

and the shorter is the run during which exchange rate changes may have

real effects. It was indeed with particular reference to this money

illusion argument, as determined by the openness' of an economy, that

Mundell and MCKinnon indicated a lower limit to the smallness of an

optimum currency area.

~

Another point is that the frequent use of monetary stimuli followed

by exchange rate depreoiation and domestic inflation makes the short run tit

always shorter, since money illusion is weakened, thus rendering these

monetary instruments more and more ineffective.

2.2.2.1. Money illusion is also crucial in the type of analysis that

characterizes recent structuralist models (1). In these models the

economy is divided in two sectors: the exposed (to foreign competition)

sector, and the sheltered sector. The division echoes the similar (and

equally essential to their analysis) partition by the monetarists between

the traded and non-traded goods sectors. Given the exchange rate, and

the level of foreign prices, the prices of the goods produced by the

exposed sector are determined. For a given wage rate in this sector and

a given labour productivity, the profit rate is also'determined. Since

there ie a homogeneous labour market in the country, the wage rate and

the "normal" profit rate in the sheltered sector also determine the level

of prices in the sheltered sector, for a given productivity of labour

there. If the productivity of labour grows less in the sheltered than

in the exposed sector, the inflation rate will be higher than in the

exposed sector. Thus, i~ these models. the overall inflation rate in

...1...

(1) The best known model of this type is the so-called Scandinavian model (see,
among others, G. Edgren, KoO. Faxen, C.E. Odhner, ~e Formation and the
Economy, Allen & Unwin, London 1973). A similarmodel MS been used by
various Italian economists (see, for example, }[.d'Antonio, "Sviluppo
disegua1e ed inflazione nell'economia italiana, 1959-1969", Moneta e Credito,
September 1913). ~Jhile the Scandinavian authors have mainly analysed a pattern
of trade union behaviour that would keep income distribution constant in
the exposed seotor in the long run, the Italian contributions have emphasized
the consequences of trade union behaviour that unsettles the "normal" income
distribution. Thus the analysis of exchango rate ohangee and money illusion
ie developed exp1icitely only in the Italian contributions, where they are
seen as means of restoring a "normal"diEltribution of inoome, when this is
being altered by excessive wage inoreases.

i

e~
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the country will be higher, the larger the sheltered sector and the

lower the rate Gf growth of productivity in this sector relative to

of the exPosed sector.

that-

~
In the Scandinavian version, a differential rate of inflation in a

country relative to the rest of the world is determined by inadequate

productivity growth in the sheltered sector. In the Italian version, if

wage increases in the export seotor exceeds the sum of the rate cif inorease

of world market prioes and the rate of gro1tth of the seotor's labour pro-

ductivity, the easiest way to avoid a fall in profit rates is to let the

exchange rate de~reciate.

-
In this framework monetary policy adapts to the need for keeping

demand at the full employment level, and thus for validating inflation

that may exceed the international rate. In addition, if the origin of

the excessive inflation is either excessive wage increases or inadequate

productivity growth in the exposed sector, adaptive mGnetary growth must

be accompanied by 'devaluations in order to cope with the external

constraint.

#e

,

These ideas have'been further developed b,y some Italian eoonomists in

their interpretation of the polioies followed by the Bank of Italy in

reoent years (1). In theirview, monetary and exchange rate policies

appear to play less the alleged role of keeping the economy at a reason-

able level of employment and low price inflation, than that of sustaining

economic growth by allowing profit rates at a "normal" level in the face of

excessive money wage increases relative to productivity growth. When

wage increases endanger the level of profits required for sustained invest-

ment and overall economic growth, monetary policy comes in to allow, through

price inflation, the mark-up required to maintain normal profits. Since

this, on the other hand, makes the country feel the pinch of foreign

competition, the external cGnstraint on prices is avoided through abandon-

ment Gf the fixed exchange rate policy.

The Italian authors recognize the limits of usinp: exchange rate and

moneta.r::v 1>olicies aB substitutes for incomes polict. Incorporation of

downward floating in the expeotations of wage negotiators may induoe an

.../...

.
(1) See, in particular, A. Graziani and F. Keloni, "Inflazione e fluttuazione

della lira", Note Economiche del Monte dei Paschi di Siena, 1973.

.
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inflationary spiral that will in the end destroy the mechanism that

the policy is trying to contral. The manetary and fiscal authorities

are then oompelled to fall back an traditional deflationary policies.

Koreover, even before this happens and while the disguised incomes

policy ie still at work, the knowledge that a:ny money wage increase can

be recuperated through price increases and offset in foreign markets

through exchange depreciation, will reduce the incentive to resist wage

increases on the part of empJ.o~rers and gener;;J 11' weaken their search

for efficiency and technologica.l improvements in order to remain truly

competitive in foreign markets, thus negatively affecting the industrial

structure of the country and its p;rowth potential.

It is clear from the above that for an exchange rate policy to have

effects on income distribution, and through them on investment and growth,

it is essential that money illusion and other rigidities be present

during a significant period of time (1). Again, in this model as

in the theory of optimum currency areas, the length of the run is

inversely related to the degree of openness of the economy. What is

.'

.,

-

...1...

(1) In this "Italian" reasoning it is also argued that

Ca) the level af investment depends directly on profits, both because these'
constitute the incentiv:,e to invest, and because corporate investment
is largely financed through retained earnings;

:,-iC

(b) the exposed sector, and particularly the sector producing exportable
goods, is considered the leading sector for the growth of the whole
economy.

It should be clear that the distribution and growth theory behind the Italian
version of the structuralist model is not marginalist and neoclassical, but
of the Xaldor and Xaleoki type. .Moreover. industrial prices are supposed.
to be set on the basis of costs (essentially labour ousts) with a mark-up
for normal profits. They are largely independent from the relationship
between demand and supply. On the other hand, the possibility of transfer-
ring on prices any increase in costs requires (as in the Scandinavian
model) the assumption of an adaptive monetary polioy.

.

~. ~
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-

perhaps most interesting in the Italian mQdel is that the real effects

obtained d~ing the shQrt-run/money illusion period involve not simply

the allocation of demand and production between tradeables and non-

tradeables (like in the monetarist mQdel), but also the ohoice to invest

or nQt, and thus may affect the structure of the econOÏil.y and it s long-

run performance. In other wQrds, in this view, the short-run effects

are not reversible, and the long-run steady state situation (in which

exchange rate changes should have nQ real effects according to the

monetarists) may indeed be affected by what has happened in the short run.

~

.
2.2.2.2. A recent strand of thought (the !!New Oambl"id£e School")

maintains that exohange rates should be used to keep full-employment

demand (export-led growth>, while the problem of equilibrating the current

external account must be solved with a corresponding policy of equilibrium

in the government sector's account (budgetary policy). This second

prescription will be analysed.later,.but :it is interesting to note at this

point that the view of changes in exchange rates as being essential to main-

tain full employment level of demand and/or export-led growth is very

similar to the view of exchange rates in the Scandinavian-Italian

structuralist models. On the other hand, the New Oambridge School does

not seem to fear that this role of exchange rate changes - which in order

to work must still be based Qn money illusion -may be nullified in the

long run bY' the incorporation of exchange rate changes into price expect-

ations. Yet, a careful e;'pirical study of the United Kingdom (1) has

shown that "the output effect of the exchange rate ohange is effectively

transitory,since the competitive advantage is subsequently wiped out by

the adjustment of incomes to import prioes restering domestic costs to

previous levels".

.ê

2.2.2.3. Thus all the schools of thoW!.'ht surveyed above agree that in

lon~-run situations money illusion disappears and exchange rate

ohanges therefore are not an instrument of economic polioy witp

real effeots on the eoonomy. The essential difference among them

on this issue is that while the monetarists believe that the short

run is ver,y short, the other sohools do not share this view. In-

deed the struoturalists feel that the lon~run situationis a

. .../...

(1) See R.J. Ball, T. Burns, J.S.E. Laury, "The role of exohange rate ohanges
4 in balanoe of payments adjustment - The United Kinsdom oase", London

Gradua.te Sohool of Business Studies, D.P. 32, Jul;r 1975.
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fiction, while all that exists is a series of short-run situations which

have important permanent consequences for the structure and groWth of an

economy.

In so far as exchange rate changes are connected; either as a

consequence or as a cause, with money inflation, they also have rea.l

distributional effects other than those emphasized in the money illusion

and structuralist arguments analyzed above. In fact, non-interest bearing

money has distributional effects between the money-issuing authorities

and money holders even when inflation is perfectly anticipated - and

indeed there is a seigniorage even when it is nil. Thus, in as far as

chanR'es in exchange rates allow more freedom to governments in choosing

the preferred rate of inflation, they also allow them to collect the

:preferred rate of inflation tax. Moreover, besides havirut a permissive

or passive role in this process, exchange rate changes have recently been

ascribed an active force in the inflationary process, and therefore in

its distributional consequences. The reasoning is, again, connected wi~h

money illusion and wage (downward) rigidities. In the internat-i ol'v'tl

cuntext, the inflationary effect of devaluations on the price leyel of

devaluing countries should be symmetrically offset by the deflationary

effect of revaluations on the price level of revaluing countries, thus

making, on this account, for a zero effect on the world rate of inflation.

However, it is maintained, this symmèil:J:'ydoes not hold ill the real world.

Beca.use of downward wafl:eand price rigidities, prices riGe in .the

~va.lui~ countries.but do not fall in the revaluing countriesi When

this process takes place in the context of an already existing world price

inflation, a. ratchet effect requireD that the increaüe of wages and pri~es

is not slowed down in the revaluing country by for~ign competition. AD a

consequence, world price inflation is reinforced by the adoption of

flexible exchange rates.

Apart from money illusion, seigniorage/and the inflationary tax (which are

all distributional effects of money, and. henoe of exchange rate changes),

exohange rate ohanges may have real effects beoa.use,in markets that are

not perfect and in whioh information is not oomplete and oertain,

ohanges in an economic variable have real costs and thus unoontrolled

exchange rate ohanges have negative effeots.

.../...

~
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3. EXOHANGE RATE CHANGES AND OTHER POLIOlES FOR EXTmBAL EQUILIBRIUM

.., 3.1 Reoent analysis under the headlq'of bud~tary polioy (1)

-

The different strands of thought surveyed above agree that, unless cer-

tain rigidities and money illusion survive in the long run, exchange rate ohanges

cannot permanently affect the structure of the balance of payments, but only

help in bringing it baok to the position that is determined by real forces

(including portfolio considerations) and their change. Thus, the current account

is determined by the rela.tionship between expenditure and income.~hich, in its

turn, depends on the working of the overall macro-economic system - while the

proportion in which a current acoount deficit (surplus) will be financed

(utilized) by capital movements or reserve flows will depend on portfolio con-

siderations of the public and on the assets issued by the .government (2).

~

j

In this general view, the problem of ba.lance of p~ents disequilibria. and

their adjustment ha.s a. limited bearing on the discussion about the exchange

rates regime that should be adopted by a. monetary union. This does not mean

that the adjustment problem is no longer a problem of interest in the discussion

about monetary union, but only that it should be discussed more with reference

topolioies other than excha.nge rate policy, and particularly, as we shall

see, with reference to government budgetar,y policy and to the policy of finan-

cing the_government deficit. In this view "the exchange rate cannot be re-

garded, as it has been in the past, as an instrument of economic policy. On the

contrary, .it should be seen as.oa sYD1'Dtomof the behaviour of fiscal and mone-

tary policy. (...) Floating the rate provides an extra degree of freedom to

pursue a rate of inflation in the long run different from that of (other coun-

tries). But floating the rate would do nothing to avoid the necessity of ad-

justing fiscal and monetary policy primarily toward the balance of payments

rather than the level of employment" (3)_.

3.1.1. In order to understand this position better, reference must be made to

the l'New Oambridge School" mentioned above. According to this School (4),

the current account is essentially determined by the government budget.

...1...

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A more detailed analysis is given in Annex B..
Government here refers to the public sector.
Ball, R.J., Burns, T., Laury, J.S.E., ibidem. .

See London Cambridge Economic Bulletin. Bulletins 82, 83, 84. Published by'
the London and Cambridge Economic Service, Dept. of Applied Economics,
Sidgewick Avenue, Cambridge.

.,

~
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Their rea.soning is based on two elements. First, the ex-post a.ccounting

identity or ex-ante equilibrium oondition, whereby (oonsidering

three aggregate sectors in the econom,ys pri va.te, government, foreign)

an excess of oneseotor' s'sa.~EI.over investment (whioh is equal to a.

finanoial and/or monetary surplus)must be equal to the excess demand

for oommodities, i.e. the net financia.l and/or monetary deficit of the

other two sectors together. From the assetspoint of view,the excess

demand for financial assets by one sector must be a.ccommodated by an excess

supply of financial assets by the other two sectors. The second element in

their reasoning is tha.t the private sector has a. rather stable financing

surplus, i.e. a.net demand for additional financia.l wealth in the form of

assets issued by the~government and/or the foreign sector. Thus disequili-

bria in the balance of payments on the current account must correspond (and

be determined by) disequilibria in the government budget. In particular, a

defioit in the current account (i.e. a.surplus of the foreign sector) would

be determined by an exoessi ve deficit in the.Ii'tovernmentbudget. The prescrip-

tion for improving the current account (if the deficit is not an equilibrium

defioit) would then be to reduce the i(overnment deficit by a sufficiently

restrictive budgetary policy.

3.1.2. At a. more sophistica.ted level, the theory of international adjustment

and equilibria. in open eoonomies ha.s progressed substantia.lly since the early

sixties, when the "policy-mix" type of analysis was developed and made popular
~

by the writings of Mundell. A line of thought tha.t m~ be labelled the "port--
folio a.pproaoh" is mainly represented by eoonomists of the neo-Ke311esia.n

tradition (1) and starts from a. oritique of the simpleKeynesianmodels tha.t

wa.s initially advanced by Mundell himself. It points out tha.t they are essen-

tia.lly short-run models, in which stooks ofa.ssets are implicitly held con-

stant even though flows of savingJ and investment a.re explicitly ca.using them

to change.

Starting, like the New Cambridge Sohool, from the ex-post identity:

(1) (s - I) - (G- T) - (X- M). 0

...1...

(1) J.ioKinnon, R.I., and Oa.tes, W.E.,"The Implioations of International Economio
Integration for Monetary" Fiso&1 and Exchange Rate PolicT'" , '

Prinoeton Studies in International Finano,- N° 16, Maroh 1966.
Branson, W.,"Macro-Eoonomic Equilibrium with 'ortfolio Balanoe in Open
EoonomieJ~ published aS,Seminar Paper 22, Institute for International Economio
Studies, University of Stookholm, 1972.

~
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where S ... private seotor savings

I ... private sector investment

G ... publio sector expenditure

T . publio sector taxes net of subsidies

X CI exports

M ... import s

they point out that in the long run (1) (at full employment) the private

sector's desire to accumulate or decumulate net financial wealth, as ex-

pressed by S - I, is satisfied. Thus, the ourrent account. deficit (sur-

plus) in the long run is determined by a~~overnment sector (2) deficit (sur-

plus) in excess of the private sector surplus (deficit). In this, but not

_ in the length of the run relevant for the analysis, they seem to agree

with the New Cambridge School position. However, they go further (and.

deeper) with their theoretical analysis. They bring into the picture ~
~ent budK-et constrail\~, namely the fact that the. government deficit

has to be finanoed by new _government Jbond issues (dB) (3), by the net creation

of monetar,y ba.se (dB), or by the disposa.l of foreign exchange reserves (dR):

(ii) G-T==dB+dH-dR

Now, depending on the fraction of the budget deficit that the'.«-overnment

decides to finance with one or the other of these components, the ourrent
.. account deficit that oorresponds to the g:overnment budget defioi t (when the

~

private seotor does not want to aocUlll11late net financial wealth, Le.when. S - I == 0) or that conesponds. tc the part of the gIOvernment deficit which

exceeds the private seotor's desire to aooUImllate net finanoial wealth

(when S - I ispositive), will be finanoed by either a capital inflow (thus

ending up with an overall balance of p~ents equilibrium) or with a reserve

outflow (an overall balanoe of payments deficit). In fact, if the private

sector does not wish to a.cquire all the bonds issued by the government to

finanoe its defioit, these will ha.ve to be bought by the foreign sector (a

capital inflow).

...1...

1
(2

(3)

For olarification of the ooncept of the long run in this oontext Bee Annex B.
In this simplified ana.lysis. oomprie1n«aiëo the oentral bank.

.

For a more deta.iled ana.lysis and critioism eee Appendix B.
Here B is the pa.rt of g:overnment bonds whioh is not absorbed by the oentral bank....

è
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If, on the other hand, the government defioit is financed by a creation

of base money - either directly via an advance of the central bank, or

indirectly via a purchase of public bonds by the central bank - and if

the private sector is not willing to hold all the balanoesthus created on this

new base, these balances will end up in the foreign exchange market, where,

unless they are accepted as international reserves, they will be exchanged

against reserves, thereby entail1nga deficit in the overall balance.

~

~

Thus, the "portfolio approach" goes beyond the current account analysis

of the New Cambridge School, and examines not simply the government budget

as a possible determinant of a current aocount disequilibrium, but also the

choice of how to finance the government defioit as determining the short-term

structure of the ba1anoe of payments in its ourrent, capital, and reserve

aooount component s.
It

In the long run, the structure of the balance of payments is determined

by the desire of the private sector to hold various assets and currencies. In

the shorter run, the "portfolio a.pproach" pu~s emphasis on the overall budget

policy of the ~vernment, in the sense that a fisoal~onetary- policy-Cl) that is

not in line with the private seotor's desire to aocumula.te money or with the

forei~ sector's desire to accumulate the oountr,y's money as international

reserves, must produoe alosB. ill...reSQ;l'Ve_s. As thiB si-

tuation is not sustainable in the lo~~~.run, the government must, in euch a

oase, either reduoe its defioi~ or inorease the part of it which is financed

by issuing bonds. This second ohoioe, however, is also limited sinoe, even if

it is small, a country cannot float unlimited quantities of bonds on the in-

ternational market. In the short TUn, moreover, if it is not very small, it

must accept an increase in the rate of interest, However, Buoh an increase is

not necessarily an obstacle to growth, sinoe it is not certain that the pro-

ductivity of private investment is grea.ter than tha.t of publio expenditure,.

In that sense the short-run effects on employment and growth of various fiscal

policies are debatable.

('f'

-

It remainstrue that the "portfolio approach" and. the New Cambridge

School's approach ~ivepre-;eminence to the management of the government budRet

~r monetarYDolicyin the determinationof maoro-economic varlables.

...1...

(1) aB opposed to a "pure" fisoal policy, defined as a polioy where there is
no monetary oreation induoed by a budget deficit. ~.

~
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3.2 Possible application to the problems of economic union

De-emphasizing the importance of the exchange rate for Economic and

Monetary Union does not mean diminishing the importance of problems of

balance of p~ents adjustment, and hence of the policies aimed at facili-

tating their solution. In a w~, it is only the extreme monetarist position,

essentially interested only in the long-run equilibrium, that really

de-emphasizarthe problem of external disequilibria. For, in this vie~, the

balance of payments is essentially a monetary phenomenon, and, with fixed

exchange rates, it is determined by the relationship between supply and de-

mand for money, while with flexible exchange rate~p gupply and demand. for

money determine the exchange rate, and there is no balance of payments pro-

blem. Henoe, monetary policy in one case is the instrument for controlling

the level of reserves, and in the other case for controlling the price level

and the exchange rate. With the portfolio approach (and its simplified new

Cambridge version) the problem of external equilibrium is not de-emphasized,

unless we are only interested in the extreme long run, i.e. when the markets

for all stocks are in steady state equilibrium. In this vie'i, the

~vernment budgetary po~icy becomes a determinant factor for ensuring a

desired external current account. Moreover, the deoision on how to finance

the glovernment denc! t determines the structure of the capital and. reserve

aocounts in the balance of payments. Thus "harmonization" of fiscal policies

wi thin the Economio and Monetary Union would be important not so much for the
"

problem of keepinp: internal equilibrium in each and all the member countries

of the Economic and Monetary Union, but rather for that of finding a oon-

sistent set of ourrent aooounts amon~ them. ~d for the whole of the Economic

and Monetar.y Union with the rest of the world. The emphasis is taken away from

the need to harmonize monetary policies (that would have in any case to become

unique in a completed Economic and Monetary Union)and shifted to that of har-

monizing budgetar.y policies. The latter would be relevant less for their direct

and indirect effect on aggregate demand and employment, than for their impli-

oations for net weä.lth oreation. From this point of view, monetary polioy is

simply a particular way of giving form to the net financial wealth çreated by

the ßovernment sector defioit, the other w~ being~ßOvernment debt policy. Thus,

for a given current aooount implied by the government budget, a large amount of

oapital mobilit1 among oountries of the Economio and Monetary Union would

allow any one of them to finance, internally ","!th1n the Economic and MonetaryUnion,

at least that part of its current account deficit that correspondedto new bond

...1...
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issues whioh were finanoing the government defioit. Alternatively, the

use of the monetary bases of individual oountries as foreign reserves by

other oountries within the Eoonomie and Monetary Union would allow a country

to finance an overall balance of payments defioit by issuing money without

losing reserves. Corresponding considerations are valid for capital

movements and reserve flows, when aggregating all countries of the Economic

and Monetary Union and considering their overall current account position

with the rest of the world.

~

~
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4. PROPOSALS FOR ACHIEVING EUROPEAN MONErARY UNIFICATION

..
4.1. Jhe case for European monetary unification

-

The previous chapters have shown that, leaving aside the redistri-

butive effects of changes in the rate of inflation, changes in exchange

rates have significant effects only when money rigidities and illusions

persist and that ~ such rigidities and illusions are in fact of only

limited duration. One of the main findings of this report is that, beyond

the short run, initial adjustments in the exch~1ge rate have primarily

a nominal effect, i.e. on the general level of prices. The structure and

growth of the economy in real terms are only temporarily affected. The

important implication of this idea is that r

~

a member country, after a short period of time, is able to forgo an

independent monetary policy without any significant real costs;

- also, from the point of view of significant internal and external ad-

justments, no system of exchange rates can be considered incompatible a

priori with the process of monetary unification. The choice of an exchange

rate system depends on the progress made towards unification.

-

If, in an initial stage, inflation rates in the member countries con-

tinue to differ, exchange rate adjustments are indispensable. Fixed ex-

change rates could be maintained only where the rates of in-

flation were virtually identical in all the countries of the Community -
otherwise balance of payments crises would be inevitable. Nevertheless,

temporary and erratic exchange rate fluctuations around the purchasing

power parity, triggered by capital movements, should be eliminated by

central bank intervention on the exchanges so that exchange rate fluc-

tuations reflect màinly the differential between rates of inflation.

-f

Inflation rates in Europe could, it is true, be aligned on the rate

obtaining in the country in which inflation is slowest if a system of

fixed exchange rates is adopted and if the money illusion has been almost

completely dispelled. However, if the money illusion exists, even for

what may be very short periods when inflation is gathering momentum and

for longer periods when inflation is slowing down, the economic and social

costs of a rapid harmonization of inflation rates would be excessive.

.../...
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If, as a result of inflation rate disparities - justifiable in

view of the above remarks - the authorities would be inclined to

avoid for an interim period the introduction of totally fixed exchange

rates. There is another consideration which would point to the rapid

adoption of such a system, this being the welfare advantages for the Oommuni ty

aooruing from the use of a single currency. This extreme can be compared

with the opposite extreme, where each individual would issue his own

"currenoy". The latter situation, a barter economy,

would be particularly inefficient. The situation in which there is a single

currency enhances welfare because the transaotion costs involved in any

buying and selling operation are kept to a minimum thanks to the use of a

common unit of account and a common standard of value (maximization of in-

formation) and to the elimination of socially unproduotive transactions

between European ourrencies. Such a solution is not, however, a possibility

in the immediate future since it would imply the premature phasing out of

national currencies (single currency) or a politically and economically

unacceptable alignment of inflation rates in the immediate future (fixed

rates).

4.2. The objeotives of European monetary unifioation

Each country in the Oommuni ty can be said, or assumed, to have
.l!2.

"monetary" ob.ieotives. Firstly, the rate of inflation DIIlst be brought down.

This task can only be achieved gradually so as to minimize recessionary

effects, and this calls for a system of free exchange rates since the ini-

tial rate of inflation in 'each country is different and/or since the rate

at whioh inflation slows down may also differ from country to country.

Moreover. a system of fixed exchang-e rates is needed if advant~e is to be

taken of the fall in transaction costs. A system of fixed exchange rates

could ultimately be crowned by a single European ourrency.

However, in the present situation, where each country professes its deep

attachment to the European idea and at the same time still wishes to pursue

national objectives, it would like to be in a position to exercise its

national sovereignty whenever "exceptional" national circumstanoes require

an adjustment to be made to the general level of its prices compared with

the average level in the other member countriesJ the proposal that national

currencies be retained is, therefore, more realistio. Here, the OPTIOA ~oup

...1...
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~

has preferred political realism to what m~v.from a strictly economic

viewpoint,appear better solutions. It views European monetary union

as an association to which each country belongs because it offers greater

political and economic advantages but which should also have during a

transitory period safeguard clauses (1) that can be invoked whenever there

is an overriding national interest although, in economic terms, an over-

riding national interest may prove illusory; such safeguard clauses are

feasible only if national currencies are retained with an important role,

hence the idea of a European parallel currency which would make this

possible.

1-.

e 4.3. Possible solutions involvin~ a European parallel currency

-

The European parallel currency would circulate in each member country

as legal tender in the same way as the national currency and individuals

would decide how to divide their assets between the two currencies. There

are numerous possible schemes for a European parallel currency which will

be discussed below. In favouring some form of European parallel currency,

the OPTICA group has been guided by the twin oriteria of eoonomic

effectiveness and political acceptability. We believe that the political

aspect, which is expressed in the form of a national ~ a European resolve,

is extremely important.

By respecting this resolve, European monetary unification could even be

attained more rapidly prov{ded that safeguard clauses were retained in the

European monetary system, which is possible when the existence, or at least

the potential existence, of the national currency is guaranteed. In the

final stage, the member countries could still decide whether or not they

wished to introduce a single common ourrenoy.

.,

4.3.1. The parallel currency with constant purchasin~ power

One possible form of parallel European currency was proposed in the

Manifesto for European Monetary Union issued by nine European ~conomists

(The Economist of I November 1975).

From a purely economic viewpoint, the group considers the proposals

set out in this Manifesto to be perfectly sound. From an economic ~

.0-
.../...

(1) Examples of safeguard clauses are given on page 26.
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political viewpoint, we suggest less radical, "gradual" solutions.

The Manifesto opts for a European parallel currency with constant

purchasing power. It may be felt that this proposal could result

in a premature abolition of the national currency, particularly in

countries with the highest inflation rates if they could not manage

to master inflation.

~

~

The introduction itself of this type of European parallel currency

could indeed have a mitigating effect on inflation. If one accepts that

certain economic agents play a particularly important part in generating

inflation, in so far as their expectations are highly inflationary and

any contracts they conclude, in the absence of a European parallel

currency would contain a clause whereby prices or incomes would be in-

creased to compensate for expected inflation, the fact that these agents

will then draw up contracts ih terms of the European parallel currency

of constant purchasing power will remove this major cause of inflation.

In addition, any differences in inflation rates can be Offset by diffe-

rences in nominal interest rates paid on deposits denominated in

national currenoies, thereby restoring to these currencies some of their

oompetitiveness viá-à-vis the European parallel currency.

.

Of oourse, if, in spite of the preoeding I'emarks,. the countries with

the highest rates of inflation felt that their national monetary sove-

reignty was being gradually encroached upon their reaction might be to

invoke one of the safegua.rJ olauses yet to be laid down. If they did not

resort to such clauses ~t introduced a stringent anti-inflation programme,

the sooial costs of suoh a policy, in the form of higher temporary unem-

ployment, would be exoessive. Suoh safeguard olauses may result, for

example, in commeroial banks being refused permission to aocept deposits

denominated in the Eu.ropean parallel ourrenoy or in the imposition of

exohange oontrols. In order to prevent the emergenoe of suoh measuree,

detrimental to the whole idea of European monetary unification, one would

have to consider & parallel ourrenoy whioh, during a transition period,

allowed the national ourrencies most threatened to survive.

.1:

The OPTICA group is fully aware that the solution proposed by the

authors of the Manifesto would be more attraotive economically and poli-

tioally if inflation had assumed even more alarming proportions. It would,

above all, lend itse~f to situations of quasi-hyperinflation, where mone-
~

...1...
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'0.

tary reform "on a European sealen would be called for in order to

break inflationary expeotations in BUoh 8.way as to bring the rate of in-

flation in member countries down to a level approaching zero and at

the same time convince them of the need for a single national and

European currency.

4.3.2. The use of existin~ currencies as the European parallel currency

.
='

If the proposal set out in the Manifesto is, for the moment at

least, put at one side for reasons of political realism? it would be

possible to create the European parallel cu.t:-'::.iW,y on the basis of one

or more existin~ currencies in one of the following ways: one of the

Community currencies to be chosen as the European parallel currency; all

national currencies to circulate as potential parallel currencies~ an

external currency to be chosen, notably the dollar which is already

used in the Euro-currency markets as a European parallel currency.

.t

The acceptance of a national currency as the European currency

would be facilitated if the currency of the country with the lowest

rate of inflation,- probably the Deutsche Mark - was chosen. This solu-

tion has much to be said for it in economic terms in so far as the DM

is a recognized currency in which those concerned in business and trade

have confidence. This solution, which is, in any case, in the initial

stages of implementation, also has some drawbacks: the psychological

effect of one European coUntry being seen to dominate the rest of Europe;

the control exercised by one European country over the European money

supply; the constraints felt by the country issuing the European parallel

currency as regards the conduct of its own domestic monetary policy, in

so far as this policy would be subject to pressures from the other

member countries. It is likely that the same conflicts would emerge which

characterised the years 1966-69 when the United States was unsuccessful

in reconciling the constraints imposed by its domestic policy with those

of an international monetary system based on the dollar standard. A

further solution - inter-circulation - would be for all Community curren-

cies to be declared potential candidates for the role of the European

parallel currency, i.e. a solution whereby all the currencies could cir-

culate as le~al tender in all the countries. In the immediate future, the

objeotions to the a priori ohoice of a national currency as the European

...1...
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parallel currency wouldnot be valid and the choice of the "most

stable" currency would ultimately lie with the market. Nevertheless,

after a transition period during which several national currencies had

been tried out as the European parallel currency and during which con-

siderable costs had been incurred as a result of the fact that more than

two currencies had been in circulation as legal means of pé3\Yßlent, it

would, in the end, be the most stable European currency, undoubtedly

the DM - which would be chosen as the EUropean parallel currency. However,

the same objections as those in the previous paragraph concerning the

choice of a national currency as the European parallel currency could be

raised in connection with this currency.

A Euro-cUrrency could also conceivably be chosen as the European

parallel currency. This would involve "nationalizing''' a private currency

at present outside the control of the monetar.y authorities. In this w~,

not only would a European parallel currency be created, but it would also

be possible to control the amount of this Eu:ro-currency issued. More spe-

oifically, it would be possible from a certain date to have all the

Euro-currency deposits of resident Europeans redenominated in terms of

a parallel currency, one unit of this being established as equal to one

dollar on the conversion date. However, the only way in which such a

European parallel currency could be created would be for a Euro-currency

to be converted, in a binding manner, into a new European monetary unit,

and this would mean that the Euro-currencywhich had been the starting

point for the system would disappear as such.

We feel that this would involve too much dirigisme in the choice of

currencies to be ~ and ~, particularly where Euro-dollars are con-

verted for extra-Community transact ions. Moreover, control s could be im-

posed on Euro-dollars at EUropean level without making them into a European

parallel currency. In addition, if a Euro-currency other than the Euro-

dollar - once again the most likely ohoioe is the DM - is ohosen as the

European parallel currenoy, the problems disoussed earlier in connection

with the choice of a national ourrency as the European parallel ourrency

would again have to be raised.

.../...
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4.4. The European parallel currency proposed by the group

to

For all these reasons, the OPTICA gr9up takes the view that it

would on the whole be preferable to create a ~ currency to play

the role of the parallel currency and to leave it to the market to

determine its position vis-à-vis the national currencies, on the one

hand, and the Euro-.currenoies, on the other.

e

At the outset, the European parallel currency would have to be

issued against EU.I'opean national currencies on a vohmtary ba.sis.

The nominal European money supply would not be affected by this arrange-

ment and would still depend solely on the issuing policies of the na-

tional central banks in Europe. Such currency swaps could be carried out

through a European institution such as the EMCF(or by eaoh one of the central

banks of the Community).National C11rrenciM acquired by this European in-

stitution would constitute claims on the central banks whioh would actually

be repayable in asset's held by these banks.

.-

During an ensuin~ period, the member countries could decide to set up,

a European central bank which would issue the European parallel currency

by means of the traditional monetary policy instruments (open market ope-

rations, for example). It would be neoessary if this European oentral bank

enjoyed a degree of independence at least similar to that of the Bundes-

bank. A rule relating to monetary stability would also have to be applied

whilst ensuring, for example, that the rate of growth of the European

money base did not exceed the rate of increase in the productive potential

of the whole Community (see Chapter 4.5, p. 32).

~
The "monetary standin~" of the European parallel currency would have to

be the same as that of the currency of the country with the lowest inflation

~ (which, more often than not, would probably be the DM); if initially

national inflation rates differed excessively, the European parallel currency

would be introduced only during the transition period in the most stable

countries, for example those participating in the Community's exchange

arrangements ("snake").

The OPTICA group considers that these

objectives referred in Chapter 4.2.: (i)

~
proposals would satisfy the two

since the "monetary standing" of

...1...
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the proposed European parallel currency is approximately equal to

that of the currency of the country with the lowest inflation rate,

the risk that a national currency will be forced out of oirculati~.iB

reduced, {ii) at the same time, the existence of the European parallel

currency imposes some measure of discipline in the fight aga.inst in-

flation in the countries with the highest rates of inflation, and this

is also in keeping with the aims we have mentioned.

/

Consequently, this European parallel currency is a compromise bet-

ween two extreme solutions. The first of these sol tions is the indexed

money of the Manifesto, which we discussed in C a e~.3.1 the other

being that of a currency entirely free from any indexation arrangements

and defined solely as a composite basket of European national currencies

in a fixed ratio, suoh as the European unit of aooount intr~uced1n L975.

The choice to be made between this ourrency and the existing national -

ourrenoies would depend on the relative exohange rate fluctuations between

them (i.e. on the formula determining the oomposition of the "basket" and,

in certain formulae, 'on the net effeot of devaluations and revaluations),

on the interest rate paid on the various currencies and on the common

ourrenoy in Europe háving the advantage of oonvenienoe in that the holding

of this currenoy would avoid certain oosts in intra-European transaotions.

The first two factors may lend weight to the argument in favour of the

national currenoies of countries with the lowest inflation rates, while

the third faotor, whioh work~ in favour of the European basket currenoy,

would pérhaps be of less importanoe, so that the European composite currency

would probably not make muoh headway in the countries with the lowest rates

of inflation.

The currenoy proposed by the OPTICA group constitutes a borderline

case exemplifying the composite "basket currencY''' approach in so far as

eaoh ourrenoy would be eligible to take part, with a weighting of 1. In

other words, at any given moment, the basket oonsists of only one European

currency, namely the "best".

Partial indexation of the proposed European parallel currency, i.e.

the rate at whioh it is exchanged for a national currenoy, offsets, in

the first solution, the differential in the ohange in purchasing power,

i.e. the difference in the rate of inflation between the ourrency in the

country with the lowest inflation rate and the national currency in question.

...j...
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The differential is oalculated from a given base date - the date when

the agreemen~ on parallel money beoomes effeotive - in order to avoid

statistical difficulties involved in the measurement of absolute pur-

chasing powers.

Another partial indexation solution, not direcUy based on com-

parisons of national purchasing powers, involves ~ntroducing an exchange

rate guarantee in terms of the currenoy which has appreciated most among

the o~reno~es taking part in the E?ropean system of oontrolled exchange

rates ("snake"). The currenoy w4ich appreciates most is not always the

same national currency p~cause, at different moments in time, any national

currenoy may be in th~s position. Under this "indexation" solution, the

European parallel ourrenpy could have a "real" value .other than that

4eriving from the indexation meohanism based on the movßment in prices

in the different Qountries oompared with that in th~ Qountry with the

lowest rate of inflation. Indeed Buoh a disorepanoy oa.nappear when, at

least in the short run, e~oha.nge rates do not refleot purohasing power

parities. However, with oontrolled floating, the ~cha.nge rates of the

different currencies oonoerned could be kept qui te closelr in line with

their purohasing power parities. The advantage Qf 'the solution guarantee-

ing the exohange rate is that it "is easier to put 1~to practioe and makes

unneoessary the diffioult disoussions on the choice of prioe indices and

ths ooordination of their publioation.
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The OPTICA group feels that t~e ohoice to be mad~ between these two

"indexatio;n" system$ o~ot be made on the basis of pure theory: f~l1er.'

empirical understanding of how exonange rateij are dete~ined in the short

run in ~e~ation to puro~asi~g power parit'~eB (see Chapter 5) and also a
detailed disoussion of the possible soluJCions to the problems involved

in the use of prio~ ind~xes (see Chapter' 5 also) are required.

~"
~.~,

Th,e introduotion of a E!1ropean parlJ-Uel ourrenoy, and in partioular

tnat proposed by the OPTICA group, win. have aoonsi!1er.able impact on

lI1onetar~ relations with t~.iJ?: oount,rh~!. The group feefs that thil3 matter

~s sufficientlyimportant to ~ar~ant ~" further, mpre detailed s~udy;

.../...
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4.5. Other proposals for the. conduct of monetary policies

With a view to ensuring that the proposed European parallel currency

is brought into circulation gradually and exists alongside the national

currencies during an initial period and that the rates of inflation in

the countries of Europe are aligned downwards, the OPTICA group also pro-

poses that the introduction of the European parallel currency be accom~

panied by a reformulation of monetary policy in each member country.

Rul~s on the rate of expansion of monetary aggregates should also be laid
, . .. .

down in the various countries so as to make anti-inflation policies,which

are often hampered by inflationary expectatiœ1B (thif.i being an aspect of

the money illusion), more effective and also to ensure that the interim

regime of non-fixed exohange rates operates more smoothly. They should be

published annually and should be quite strictly adhered to. Monetar,y

rules, such as. those introduced in Germany at the end of 1974 and 're-

newed at the end of 1975, act to correct the formation of inflationary.

expectations, the~epy helping gradually to dampen down inflation without

generating substantial social costs. They would, at the same time, make
"

for improved foreca~tin~, and thus greater stability, of' exchange rates.

The ensuing phase in'the construction of the European monetary system

could be one in which relative price stability was achieved, inflation

rates were brought into line and two currencies, the national currency and

the European parallel currency continued to circulate in each country. It

is then. that the governments could decide, if they so wished, to achieve

full European monetary unification, with the adoption of a single currency.

4.6. Proposals for the conduct of incomes, re~ional and structural policies

It has already been emphasizè~, in the discussion of the effects of

exchange rate changes in Chapter 2, that monetary and exchange rat"e poli..'

cies may, in some oountries more tl'J.an others,.Qffer a covert means of

carrying out an incomes policy. ThÜ~ should be avoided in a monetary union.

The. poliçy of income redistribution, ;both between the government and private-, . . .
-

...

economic agents and between income rßcipients, should be explicitlyimple-

mented by means of fiscal policy and, where necessary, negotiated incomes

policies rather than implicitly through the inflation "tax" and exploitation

of the money illusion as means of und~~rmining the real significance of con-

tracts denominated in !!laneyterms. Introduction of the parallel currency

...1...
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t.

would remove most of these temptations since it"would be':po6S'ihietol""I," "

avoid a;1 inflation "tax" by resorting to this less infl9-tion-prone,
.-'

. ;.-,' . ,".,. .
,". .:

currency and more difficult to exploit the m,oney ,illus,io~ 9-,6contracts

would 'ge denop1inated in the paràllel currency rather tha.p.~n national

currencies.
1",":. ,;:

. ~ .,. , -,'., .:.. .

There remains the problem of :regional and structural"imbalances,'"

wi thin the monetary union. As has already 'been explained, the problem:

is not made any' easier or any more diffioult by.the exchange rate

system. Solving the problem calls for specific taxation, ,transfer and ~.;;' -. :

structural policies within. the. union. Since, this, ma.~ter has already been"

discussed extensively in recent reports prepared at the request of the

~ European Communities (1), there is no need,to go ~nto it again here. In

keeping with the rest of this report, we would merely'emphasize that the

harmonization of budgetary or fiscal policies and public transfer poli~,
.

cies within the union takes on a fresh and important dimension as a result

of théir implications for the struèture of the balance 'ôf payments, as
.i' . . . . .'

we saw in thè discussion of the portfolio a:rtd !rew'Cambridge School

approaches.

/_. :

.tt

,'1 '.

(1) See "European Economic Integration and Monetary Unification", Commission
of the European Communities, October 1973, and "Report of the Study Group
'Economic and Monetary Union 1980"', Commission of the Eu.ropean Communities,

.., March 1975.
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5. SUGGESTIONS FOR ENPIRICAL WORK

From all the analysis of the preoeding oha.pters it is obvious that

there is an urgent need for quantitative studies as a basis for evaluating

the problem involved in moving towards Eoonomic and Monetar,y Union. Indeed,

the issues are predominantly eIl1'Pirioal and no answers oan be oonfidently

riven until the available evidenoe has been muoh more oarefully screened.

The purpose of the present ohapter is to outline, in the light of the

preoeding analysis, area.s where more empirica.l knowledge is required.

Some of the suggestions whioh are presented here are further discussed in

Annex C which oomments on existing evidence and on relevant models.

~

5.1 On the effeots of exchange rate ohanges ta
5.1.1 On monetary effects

A major element in the analysis of chapter 2 is that exchange rates

in a group of integrated eoonomies refleot differential infla.tion

trends. This can be assessed by analysing variants of the purohasing

power 'P&rity theory. More speoifically, trends in (1) consumer prioes,

(2) export prioes of manufaotures and (3) 1mit labour oosts, all

correoted for ohanges in effeotive (trade-weighted) exohange rates,

should be renend 'oarefully for the period sinoe 1958. An analysis

should also inolude a survey of member oountries (i) effeotive exohange

ratés, (ii) their rate vis-à-vis, the European unit of aooount, and

(iii) their DM-rate.
'

-:.i.

4tJ

The degree to whioh member oountries are able tc1lpursue partly

independent polioies with respeot to interest rates and targets for

their monetary base (or other aggregates) is an important indicator of

integration. Annexe 0 oontains speoifio suggestions on the interpretation

of existing evidenoe on interest rate harmonization and on the feasibility

of sterilization polioies.

.../.0.
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5.1.2 On real effects

~

ti
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.

"

An initial step is to rank the ~ccl.'lomies of European Communities

members of degree of overall openna~~D measured as the share of value _
added in sectors exposed to international competition in total GNP,

and to supplement this by indicators of the increasing role of intra-EC

tra,de Ül total trade flows. A \Second r:,,"ep is to review to what extent

the Scandinavian-Italian model of infl&tion in an open economy as out-

lined in chapter 2 is applicable to the experiences of EC-economies.

An evaluation would be based parlly Oll the confom,ity of export price and

unit labour cost trends among memberEJDpartly on the role of wages in

the exposed sectors in setting a pattern for wage increases in the rest

of the economy. It would also be helpful for measuring openness as well

as for evaluating short-run effecte of changes in the exchange rate

to construct deflators of value~dded in the sheltered and exposed

sectors. Crucial to the fUnctioning of the Scandinavian-Italian model

is also whether the distribution bet~een wages and profits remains

approximately stable and, if notp 'CiYhether shifts have had demonstrable

effects on the growth of the private capital stock and of output.

A second and closely related area for empirical work is the measure-

ment of money and exchange rate illuaiono How quickly do wages and prices

- through indexing and/or negotiations = adjust to changes in exchange

rates? What is the response of nominal interest rates to observed

changes in inflation and exohange rates? Is the government deficit

sensitive to a change 'in the exchaTIg3 rate ?

In assessing the scope for external adjustment through exchange rate

variation the length of time during which a change in the exchange ra.te

affects the current account is crucialo Empirica.l work is becoming

availa.ble on the two countries that have changed their rates the most

(Italy and the United Kingdom), but it would be desirable to supplement

it by a study of one or two of the stronger currencies that have tended

to apprecia.te. The issue of Bymmat~ in reaction patterns also needs

to be studied with respect to pries sff@cts of exchange rate changeso

Is there a net infla.tionbias (ratchet effect) when intra--European

exchange rates change, inflation in devaluing countries accelerating by

more than it decelerates in revaluing oountries ?

1...
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5.2 Fiscal policy and external adjustment

The strategic role assigned in the "new Cambridge school" to the Govern-

ment deficit in shaping the current account calls for the construction of .

complete and. integrated flow-of-funds accounts for the household, corporate,

Government, banking and foreign sectors, see Annexe B. This task is obviously

well beyond. the oapability of the OPTICA group, but a simpler approach

fooussing on the behaviour of the net financial surplus of the private sector

(S - I) would be useful. This would clarifY whether the notion of a stable or

at least predictable S - I can be justified. Recent experiences suggest that

it is not. Work is already under way at the official level to study the

behaviour of G - T in member economies and its consistency with an acceptable

constellation of current account imbalances inside the Community and for the

overall current balance of the Community. This group might help to sharpen

the analytical approach adopted on the basis of existing datao

~

-.

5.3 The parallel currency approach to European Monetary Unification

A primary task is to analyze trends in the European money stock and in

its separate national currencies and Eurocurrency components. Particular

emphasis should be given to the growth of Euromarket activity in EC-currencies

and its interaction with national monetary measures and pressures in exchange

markets. .;

A fUrther area of study are the"nationa.l propensities to inflate" during

periods of fixed and flexible exchange rates and illustrative calculations of

the gain (or conversely, loss of seigniorage to the issuer) that would have

accrued to holdem of various forms of a parallel money relative to holders of

national monies. Such calculations would give some indications of the likely

speedof penetra.tion of the various forms of parallel money and of their

further effects.

-
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SUMMARY AND CONCliJSIONS

Introduotory remarks

This report is divided into five cha.pters. Chapters 1-3. survey

recent theoretical developments on the role of monetary and bud-

getary policies in open eoonomies, with emphasis on their implica-

tions for monetary union. This survey seta the stage for specifio polioy

proposals, which are presented in ohapter 4. Finally, ohapter 5 brings

together a series of ,proposals for further researoh, espeoially of an

empirioal nature, which seem necessary in order to oomplete, verify

and quantify many ar~ents that - due to the limits of the first stage

of the study - could only be presented on a theoretioal or deduotive

level of analysis. Three annexes accompany this report. Two of them

(Annex A and B) present a somewhat deeper analysis of theoretical points

disoussed in the report, while Annex C elaborates on the proposals for

empirical researoh suggesteœ in chapter;. This summary presents the

main oonclusions of the report in the following order t

_
Exohange rates and monetary polioies for internal equilibrium

_ Exohange rates and other polioies for external equilibrium

_
Implioations for monetary unifioation

- Role of a parallel ourrenoy

*

* *
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Exchange rates and monetary policies for internal equilibrium

The main effect of changes in,the'eJtohange rate is permissive in the sense

that they allow each country to choose its own monetary policy and in-

flation rate. Inflation itself has in the short run - through the real-

location of resources and the redistribution of incomes - effects on the

level of a real activity, because of various rigidities in the terms of

oontracts and in anticipations, in short money illusion. If reallocation

and redistribution are important objectives, monetary policies followed

by a change in the country' B exchange rate can be lass pa.inful than income

and budgetary policies, which explains why they are often preferred by

governments. For certain economists, these short-run effects influence,

possibly in a perverse sense, the economic structure and growth of an

economy in the long run, an idea others do not share. Nevertheless, all

members of the group agree that the frequent use of monetary stimuli

followed by exchange rate depreoiation and domestic inflation makes the

short run alwqs shorter since money illusion is weakened, thus rendering

these monetary instruments more and more ineffective.

-'!:

--

Apart from these permissive effeota, exchange rate changes can also

have, at least in the short run, an active role in producing real effects,
espeoiallythrough ohanges in relative pricesbetweentradeablesand

non-tradeables. On the long-run effects, the same divided positions as

above coexist between those economists for whomthe long run is a succes-

sion of short runs which influence the structure and growth of an econo~

whilst others deny BUch effects.

~

- -

Exchange rate and other policies for external equilibrium

The position of the group is that exchange rate changes,in the long

run, have a nominal effeot on external equilibrium, in the sense that they

allow the terms of trade to return to their initial level in the presence

of differential inflation rates. They cannot shift the terms of trade far

from their equilibrium level. Since a good internationally traded has a

world price, variations in its prioe, adjusted for changes in the exchange

rate, tend to be similar in every country, at least in the long run. So a

oountry cannot, unless it has sufficient weight in world trade to influence the

world pr;ces of ~~internationally traded commodities, obtain a better

competitive position by using the exchange rate.

,.,

...1...
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Even if a country is unable to improve its trad.e balance by re-

ducing the prices of its products on the world market, it is possible

that its exports can increase or its imports diminish through an. absorp-

tion or real balance effect, via a reduction in its total demand for

goods. In terms of monetarist theory the improvement in the trade

balance comes about because economic agents need to obtain money in order

to reconstitute the real value of their cash balances, reduced in value

by the increase in prices following the devaluation. But the surplus is

only temporary and normally disappears \ihen the real cash balances have

been restored to their former level. In other theoriès (if the relevant

propensities and elasticities have appropriate values) the surplus can

persist if there has been a permanent shift in relative prices.

!.

~

So, if exchange rates policies can only be used for external equi-

librium under certain conditions then, for some economists, budgetary poli-

cies (the size of the public sector deficit and the methods chosen for

financing it) must, have powerful effects on it. They àrgue that, in the

long run, the structure of the balance of payments is determined by the

desire of the private sector and the foreign sector to hold various assets

and currencies. So the question arises whether overall budgetary policy can

be a key-variable in the determination of the balance of payments, and es-

pecially of the current account, for the short run. This view, which has.

been stressed by the "New Cambridge School" and the "portfolio approa,ch" is

criticized as an oversimplification because it rests on the assumption that

budgetary policies have no effeot on national interest rates, or, if they

do have such effects, that savings and investment are not affected by

changes in interest rates.

.e

Implications for Monetary Unification

If the exchange rate is mainly a nominal variable, factors which

appear to give support to the use of exchange rate changes should be oon-

sidered for the most part as illusory. Stated in another way, this argument

should lead. to the use of a stable monetary policy and to the setting up

of a European monetary union with fixed exchange rates. Indeed, if money

creation is unable to have effects on employment other than in the short

term, the "loss of sovereignty" due to monetary unifica.tion would be accep-

table for a member oountry, unless the "Community" ra.te of inflation is greater

...1...
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than that which the country would have "in isolation". In other words, the

problem of the exchange regime affects, on the whole, merely the nominal

values of the economic union and this in auch a way that the arguments for

and against a monetary union are, in a nutshell, reduced. to the question of

the arguments for and against a oommon rate of inflation. At the veri most,

one could further emphasize the gains flowing from a fixed exohange rate'

system due to the greater liquidity of the means of payment and, inversely,

the loss consequent to this same fixity by those countries which want to use

the exohange rate instrument to attain certain objectives in the field of

distribution policy. Nevertheless, the feasibility of attaining such obJec-

tives is open to doubt and, anyway, they could be a.chi~'rea ~y the use of

other instruments.

~

In the present state of European unification, it seems that the

speeqy introduction of a single currency in Europe is inappropriate, because

of the adjustment costs implied by harmonizing infla.tion rates too rapidly

downwards and of the political determination of national authori ties to main-

tain the possibility of having an independent monetary polioy. However, for

the OPrICA group, monetary union is not defined by fixed exchange rates or a

eingle currenoy.

--

Indeed, in the first ohapter of the report, the group presents an

alternative definition of a monetary union. This mq, at first reading, seem

to be a. definition that constitutes a oompromise between the fixed exchange

rate philosophy that oharacterized the Werner Report, and the flexible ex-
,

'change rate philosophy of those that criticized that report. However, this

report's definition is not'meant to be suoh a theoretioal compromise, nor

to present an ex-post rationalization of historioal developments ooncerning

European monetary unifioation. In the view of the OPI'ICA group, the exchange

rate regime, on whioh European monetary unifioation should be'based, is not

to be seen as an unalterable element of the union from the beginning, but

rather as an instrument whioh will allow progress towards final

monetary union to be made in an effioient and politioally feasible wQ1.

Consequently, the exohange rate regime should itself be flexible and evolve

with the prooess of monetary unifioation to attain fixity in a f:i,nal stat,e.

~

However, beoause of the various probleme arising from unrestrained

flexibility, the group proposes to reduoe the role of national ourrencies
.

".

in international trans&C?tions through the introduotion of a Eu.ropean parallel

ourrènoy. The availability of suoh a ourrenoy would further limit the

...1... i
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effeoti veness of intra-European exohange rate changes and make the.

occurrenoe of such ohanges less frequent.

e

On budgetary grounds, the main lesson (even if indirect) of"the

"New Cambridge School" and of the "portfolio approach" is that even if

the budgetar,y structure and the ~s of financing budgetar,y deficits

within the Community are not consistent with the desires of the public

and private sectors of each country to hold the money or bonds of each

other, they will still influence national interest rates (in real terms)

and/or national money creation. Changes in these variables will then

have effects on the structure of intra-European balances of paymen't;s,

on resouroe allocation within the Community, on ra.tes of growth in the

short (and eventually in the long) run and so on.

Role of a parallel currenoy

The preliminary proposale of the OPl'ICA group for future steps towards

Eqropean monetary unification are the following ones in terms of its

targets and the means to achieve them :

.e

- The targetl!J of the monetary unifioation must from now on be twofold.

One target is the progressive harmonization and reduction of national

inflation rates. The other target is the realization of the benefits

(in terms of lower transaction and information coste) of a fixed ex-

change rate syetem or, in~ ite extreme formulation, of a single Euro-

pean ourrency.

r.

- The means to a.chieve these targets can be grouped into a number of

policy paokages, each oonsieting of oertain polioy measures. The cri-

teria. for ohoosing which package would be the best have been selected

by the group on the grounds of economio effioiency and political feasi-

bility. As regards economic efficiency the (next) best step would be a

fully-indexed European para.llel currenoy; but the OPl'ICA group has also

taken i~to acoount the political fea.sibility of such a proposal beoause

the governments concerned have European !a!! na~ional aims : thus, if

national aime - which may, even for some time, remain the dominant foroe -
a.re not taken into account, any proposal for European monetary unifica-

tion would meet strong political opposition.

.../,...
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- The specifio oharaoteristio of the group's proposal is that it does not

envisage the realization of the two targets in suooessive stages (first

harmonlzation and reduotion of inflation rates b.Y allowing for floating

exohange rates; and then afterwards the introduotionof a fixed uohange

rate ~stem with the possibility of introducing a single currency). Both

targets should be realized simultaneously in a number of successive steps.

.).

..

- The prinoipal vehicle for the simultaneous and evolutive realization of

these two targets would be the creation of a EIlropean parallel currenoy.

The main charaoteristic of this new second legal ourrency for each country

should be a degree of attractiveness whioh is clo~e to the money of the

EIlropean oountry with the lowest inflation rate; and in case of too high

a divergence in national inflation ra.tes, the European, para.llel currency

should only oiroulate within those oountries which have a.pproximate~ the

same inflation rate (for instanoe among the "snake" countries). These

proposals will maintain na.tional monetary sovereignty for some time at

least,even though it will be limited by greater discipline on the prices

front.

-

- As a polioy mea.sure supplementary to the oreation of a EIlropean parallel

ourrenoy, the OPTICA group proposes that each national monetary policy enould

be onnduoted acoording to a monetary rule whereby each Igovernment

fixes and announoes its annual rate of money expansion. Such a rule would

help to oorreet erroneous inflationary anticipations and, consequently,

reduce substantially the possible unemptoyment cost of a policy direoted

at reduoing infla.tion on the one hand and avoiding exoessive short-term

fluctuations in the exchange rate on the other hand.

.;

-.
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ANNEX A

THE MONEl'ARY APPROACH TO THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

This Annex shows how and w~ exohange rate variations substantially

afteot the balanoe of pqments in the shori run~ If also desoribes the ad-

justment meohanism which leads to long-term eqt1ilibrium, with exohange rate

variations having a. purely nominal effect only. ..

This analysis is based on one of the most reoent approaohes to t)1.e

balanoe-of-p~ent s theDry, namely the "monetary approa.oh", whioh differs.

from the "traditional" approaches, namely the elastioity approach and the

absorption approach.

The major ~potheses in this new approach are the following. Firstly,

it is assumed that markets in goods and servioes are qt1ite highly integrated at

tœ .international level ,with the result that there is a tendenoy. for prioes

within each homogeneous oategory of internationally tradeable goods to beoome

equal via an arbitrage mechanism. Seoondly, the. eoonom_es conoerned.are cha-

racterized by a situation of full employment rather than one of under-employ",,:

ment; this latter assumption makes for a line of argument more in keeping

with the quantity theory than Keynesian theory -which would be better suited

to situations of under-employment.

The monetary approach has three features. Firstly, the balanoe of paJ-

ments is viewed &s a monetary phenomenon in the sense that only the total

balance on official settlements - equal to a given ohange in reserves and

thus in the monetary base - is taken into oonsideration. Attention is then

fooused on the demand for money. Provided that a stable mon8.f funotion

exists, any d~screpanoy which arises between actual cash balances (the

existing money supply) and the desired level of cashbalanoes (the demand

for money in stook terms) neoessarily has an immediate impact on the market

in the ourrenoy and on all the other markets in the eoono~. Finally, this

imbalanoe on the market in the ourrenoy will be eliminated only after a

series ofperiods beoause the actual stook of oash oannot be adjusted to the
desired level immediately.

,,
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Given the two major ~otheses Md the three features of the monetary

approach mentioned above, it is now possible to analyse the effects ot an

exchange rate change on the 'balance of P811Dents and on economic activity.

Take, for example, a devaluation~ Other things being equal, this raises the

general level of prices in the devaluing oountry ~ This increase in prices

is due to one of the above h,ypotheses, namely that concerning the arbitrage

..eohanism whioh operates between internationally tradeable goods.

~

Since prices have risen, the demand for money also increases and, given

a constant money supply, the desired level of cash holdings is higher than

their actual level (excess demand tor money in stock terms)~ To accumulate

the desired level of cash, individuals will have to reduce their spending

(and, if need be, their holdings of securities too) (1), thus oreating excess

supply on both the .national and wcr1d markets in goods.

It

At given prices (~etermined by the world IDU'ket), the exoess supply

of goods is exporled, producing a trade surplus and, consequently, a balance-

o:t-pqatents surplus, all things bei~ equal. This surplus is retlected in an

inflow of reserves which widens the monetary base and inoreases the money

supply, thereby reduoing the exoess demand for money'- ainoe, as a result of

the changing pattern of preferences, actual stocks (moneySl1PP1y) are adjust-

ed to the desired level (demand tor money) during a s8ries of periods, there

vill be an exoess demand tor money until the adjustment process has been

oompleted (although demand wiil oontract steadily), thus resulting in a oon-

tinuing excess ~ply ot products and, oonsequently, a balanoe-of-pqments

surplus (2). Onoe the aggregate value of these inflows of reserves matches

the initial increase in the demand for money, equilibrium will be restored

on the market and thuB in the balanoe of pqments too. This

will mark the beginning .ot the 101lgrun in the sense that the d8Yaluation

vill not have had 81J.'3' significant impact (although, as a result, the deva-
luing oountry mq have built up a larger stook of reserves in money and

real terms) ~

,.

_..

~ ../~ ~.
(1) This possibility is disregarded in the tollowing two paragraphs. ... .,.

(2) Ths exoess demand for money is a stook demand, while the excess. npply of
goods i s a flow demand.

~
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.

The reasoning is slightly more oomplioated when one considers the

effects the process will have on the other oountries~ The exoess supply

of goods in the devaluing country must be matohed by an excess demand for

goods in the rest of the world. This exoess demand is oaused by a fall in

prices. We had initially assumed that prioes would rise by the amount of

the devaluation in the oountry in question. However, prices will rise less

in so tar as the excess supply of goods leads to a fall in prices on the

world market and, in the national currency, in the rest of the world too,

where the demand for money will then be seen to oontraot. An excess demand

for goods, essential if the balanoe of paJments with the. rest of the world

is to show a deficit, will correspond to the exoess supply of money.

e The soope of this adjustment mechanism could be widened further if

account was also taken of capital movements and the existenoe of non-tra-

deable goods. The first factor implies that the temporary imbalance on the

market for the currenoy also produoes an imbalanoe on the securi ties market

(in terme of the effective and desired -'ock of securities), thus giving

rise to an imbalance on capital account (for given interest rates). The

second factor ma-Ypermit a temporary ohange in the relative prices. of tra-

deable and non-tradeable goods.

..

Both factors further oomplicate the situation in the short run,

in that they require consideration to be given to other significant effects.

Nevertheless, according to thé monetary approach, the initial stock of

securities (in real terms) and also the initial relative prices of tradeable

and non-trad~able goods will, in the long run, be re-'ored..e

"

~
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ANNEX :B.

BU.DGP11'ARY POLICY AND THE AnTUSTMEN'l' PROCESS

The rcle ct budge~ar.y cr fisoal pclioy in the adjustmen~ prcoess has

been examined earlier (PP. 17-20), particularly with referenoe ~c a number

cf reoen~ thecries ("New Cambridge Sohccl", "pcrtfclio. apprcaoh"). The aim

cf this Annex is to. examine in greater detail these thecries cf the rcle

played by budgetary pclicy in ehcrt-term ecenemic pelicy and, ccneequent 1y,

in ceerdinating the economio pc1icies cf the member oeuntries cf the Eurcpean

Ccmmunity. It will also. menticn a number cf criticisms whioh may be levelled

against these thecries.

Tc summarize the pesiticns in questicn, it cculd be said that the

"budgetary theories" (for reasons cf simplioity, this is hcw we will refer

to. the theeries menticned abcve) suggest the fellcwing type ef "eptimum,as~ign;"

ment of instruments to. cbjeotives" ("pclioy mix") : budgetary pclioy must

be used te maintain external equilibrium (trade balance er balance en ourrent

acccunt) and the exo~ange rate must be 8et 80. as to. maintain internal equi-

librium (emplcyment). In oontrast, the optimum polioy mix propcsed in other

"mcnetarist" cr "Keynesian" apprcaches: might be SUlllna.rized as follcws :

use of mcnet~r.y policy to. attain the dcmestio cbjective (inflation), use cf the

exchange rate to. attain the .external o.bjeotive (cverall balanoe-cf-pa.yments

equilibrium) and perhaps, fcr scme, use cf budgeta.r.y policy to. attain the

emplcyment cbjeotive.

It is impcrtant te assess the exaot signifioanoe cf the "budgetary theo-

rie." for. if their ocno1usicns are well-founded,th~ wculd have fundamental

implioaticnsfcr the ocuntries ef the Eurcpean Ccmmunity : fcr instance, to.

the extent that exohange rates affect the level cf employment,

any deoisicn to. dispense with the exchange rate instrument would nct have

the same implioatiens in all the ocuntries. What is mcre, if it is true

that the our rent aOGcunt is det ermined by the budge~ a.ry balance, perhaps

the mcst urgent task faoing, the countries cfthe Eurcpean Cc_unity is

the cccrdinatien cf their budgetary pelicies sc as te avcid any current

aooount inoompatibi1ity.

...1...
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1. The budget and macro-eeonomio equilibrium

The "budgetary theory" of adjustment is based on the oonsideration that

macro-eoonomio variables are, in certain respeots interdependent, as was

mentioned in the report (PP. 18-19). The tablo below provides a more oompre-

henSive pioture of this interdependenoe, the seotors being listed horizon-

tally and the"goods"vertioally (1).

Each box in the table represents "i;he exoess demand of one seotor in

a givenmarket.

...1...

(1) The table oontains a number of simplifioations in order to highlight
the essenoe of the ~heory - for example, zeros have been inserted in a
number of plaoes : thus, it is assumed that the oommereial banks and
the oentral bank do not purohase goods, that the government does not
wish to acoumu.late money, that the external seotor does not wish to
acoumulate the national currenoy, that there are no banknotes (all
central bank money being made up of the reserves held by the commercia!
banks), and that private individuals" the commercial banks and the govern
ment do not hold any foreign currency. The theory would not, of oourse,
be f'undamenta11y affected if these sill1plif'ying assumptions re dropped.
The g,rmbols represent the fOllowing variables :

I : investment
S I saving
G : publio expenditure
T : publio revenue
X : export s
M I import s

AJI~: ohange in the private seotor's .oney supply

AMg: ohange in the money supply made available by the oommeroial
banks

H : quanti ty of oentral bank money (monetari base)
R I foreign exchange
B : securities (publio or private)

(see page 47a for the continuation of this footnote)
..1..
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.. I. ·

(oontinuation ot the footnote on page 41)

The indioes refer to the following I

4'

Thus A ~ stands for the acoumulation of publio or private seourities by
ss.

the central bank, Bg the supply at public securities, and Bp the supply

of private securities; it is assumed that public and private securities
are fully interchangeable.

The demand items are marked with a "+" sign, the supply items with a "-" sign.
Clearly, a variable representing a stook ohange will be positive if the
stook inoreases and negative if it falls.

'"'
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The aggregate of the boxes in ~ one column represents the budget

oonstraint of one sector and, sinoe the aggregate of the exoess demands of

an agent or a group of agents is bcund to be zero, it constitutes an identity.

In other we'::ds, if the behaviour fUnotio.~:., showing how eaoh variable is de-

termined,are analysed, the behaviour patterns will be seen to be neoessarily

interdependent for a given economic agent or for a given group of agents.

The last oolumn represents the balance of payments of the country in

question, inoluding the ohange in international reserves; it also sums to zero.

The same is not true of variables in the same horizontal line sinoe,

olearly, no budget oonstraint Unka theu-ante demands for or supplies in a

given marke; emanating, from different agents. The ex-:post values reoorded for any

produot are, of oourse, suoh that the aggregate of the supplies is equal to

the aggregate of the demands, but there is no w&;rot telling whether these

values oorrespond to the equilibrium values or to the values desired by the

various demanders and suppliers at ruling prioes. But the important thing

is to know whether a market is in equilibrium, i.e. whether the desired

overall demand for a produotis equal to the desired overall supply of that

same product. Aooordingly, the aggregate of the values in a given horizontal
~

line is zero only if the market in question is in equilibrium, i. e.
if the variables which det~rmine the supplies ot and demands for that product

have values such that these supplies and demands balance out. For instanoe,

the first horizontal line shows that the produot markets conoerned are in equi-

librium if the aggregate of the differenoe between the desired level of

saving and the desired level of investment, the budgetar.y balanoe and the

trade balanoe is Bero. However, a theo17 oan be disoussed on sound bases only

after the behaviour functions of the_~t!ere.!'lt__II.gElntB_ ~nvolved have been iden-

tified.

The table shows, for example, that the central bank issues money in

exohange for foreign ourrenoy (foreign mon~) or seourities (publio or private)

and that the budget defioit is finanoed by issuing securities aoquired by

the private 8eotor, the oommercial banks, the oentral bank or the external

~../.,.
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Beotor, eto. However, by itself, it does not represent any eoonomic analysis

and, consequently, any theor,y or any presoription of polioy measures based on

this table alone' (or on similar, more simplified tables), without the assump-

tions made as regards the behaviour of the different seotors being specified,

is, on the faoe of it, somewhat suspeot. However, ~ analysis which did not

take into acoount the aanstraints highlighted in suoh a table would also be

euspect.

Consequently, it would be high17 desirable that any eoonomio policy

being formulated or any economic foreoast being drawn up should be defined

.Uhin a framework of this kind, iD. order to ensure that the constraints of

the ~stem were respected.

The model set out in the report (PP. 18-19) in the form of equations (i)

,and (ii) is a simplifioation of this table, the central bank and the governement

being considered as one and the same seot or.

2. Critique of the "bu.dgetary theories" of adjustment

As is stated in ihe main bo~ of the report (PP. 11-20), the New

Cambridge School focuses its attention sQle17 on the first horizQntal line

in the above table, whereas the "portfolio approaoh" is more sophisticated

and takes into a.ooount the publio sector budget oonstraint (the columns

"Government" and ''Central bank" in the table). However, the same basic cri-
~

tioism can be levelled at both approaches, namely that they implioitly assume

that the other variables (f~r example, those which appear in the columns

"Private", '~ommercial banks" and "Erlernal" (1) )are not affected by changes

in the variables analysed, i.e. those which appear in the first horizontal

line and any whioh appear in the columns representing the publio seotor budget

oonstraint.
.../..~

(1) As regards the "external" seotor, this assumption caD. be deemed vàlid'in
the oase of a small econ0llll' trading with the rest of the world. However.,
it oan certain be ohalle ed if one is to an se the relations of one
of the oountries of the European Community, partioularly one of the" arger"
oountries, with the rest of the Earo"an Communityas a olosed area or if
one is to Btu~ the European Community's relations with the rest of the
world.
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From the relatione exiBting between the variabieB in the table the

following equation oan be tormulated, the government aooount and the central

bank acoount being ooupled together :

.,.,

G - T IS ~ H - A R + (A B: - A ~ ) 1-

indioating that the publio detioit oorrespondB to monetary baBe oreation, 10BB-

eB ot foreign exchange réserveB and/or purohaseB of publio seourities b.y the

private seotor, the oommeroial banks or the external seotor.

\

Further, using the oommercial banks' oons-trsint an the equilibrium oon-

di tion on the seouri ties market, we oan write J

G - T . Â M: - AR + (B: - B:) + Â Be

indioating that the publio detioit correspondB to money oreà.ted by the OOID-

mercial banks, a oontraction in toreign exohange reBerves and/or purohaBes ot'

publio securities b.y the private sector and the external Beet or.

ti

TheBe various equationB merely indioate the posBible w.,s of tinanoing

a publio defioit and, ~onBequently, a trade defioit (where I - S is given),

but they do not desoribe the extent to which 811Y one variable iB affected.

Thus, in so tar as Bome of the publie securities newly issu.ed to finance

the budget deficit are purchased by the private seotor, it is important to,
..

know w~ and how this is pOBsible (e.g~ by altering the interest rate) and

whether or not thi8 atfeotB, saving and investment, with the resuU that the

ohange in the trade balanoe would not be exactly equal to the change in the

budgetary out-turn..

~

e ,.

If these problems are to be resolved, it iB olear that a distinotion

Blust be llade between the long ran and the short run and, if possible, that

the duration of each be measured empirioally.

As usual, the IonA' run doe8 not pOBe too many problemB Z there exists an
equilibrium portfolio, implying a specifio value for the flows. Thus,

in an econo~ without growth, neither a publio defioit nor a trade defioit

are feasible in the long ran, aB they would both entail a Bteäd;r acoumulation

~../... ~
"!'
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of securities b.7 the oountr,y's private seotor or b,y the external sector.

.An inflationary s1 tuation provides an exception : for instanoe, the value

of aBsets which are held b,y individuals and represent claims on the govern-

ment oannot be maintained if the government is not forever issuing ne1l

seourities, similarly, the real value of monetary claims held by the exter-

nal sector vis-à-vis a country issuing a reserve currency cannot be main-

tained without that oountry having continually to sell curriSncy to the

other countries, i.e. without it running a balance-of-p~ents deficit (1).

In a growing eoonomyI however, it would be wrong to think that the

publio defioit, for example, could not be maintained, even if there was no

inflation r if eoonomic agents, whether resident or mernal, still wieh

to hold a variety of seourities, the publio seotor; oan continue to sell

seouritiesto the national private seotor and to the mernal seotor, simi-

larly, a country oan normally continue to sell seourities and/or curren-

oy(e.g. the United States, whioh produoes and sells dollars). The budget

or trade dêficits or surpluses then refleot an equilibrium, and ~ attempt

to correct them would I).ot only fail but would also generate disequilibria.

Assuming the soundness of the "budgetary theories" (this vill be disoussed

later), there would still remain a problem of eoonomic policy ooordination :

the equilibrium situation signifies that the government is not seeking to

run a bu.dget surplus or deficit larger or smaller than . that whioh corresponds

to the needs of the national private seotor and the erlernal seotor. Other-

wise, the balanoe-of-prqment's struoture would very probably be affeoted in

an undesirable manner (as a result of whioh trade mq exact~ balanoe).

.~./...

(1) This reasoning is correct only if the interest rate paid on olaimfJ '1s' not
suf'fioient to maintain the real value of assets. However, if it is assumed
that the interest rate is indexed to' the rate of inflation (and that an
interest rate matohing the inflation rate is paid- on monetary balanoes) ,
a oountry does not have to make a real trusfer in order te restore the
real value of its monetary and t"1nanoial assets; from this point of view,
however, the statistios mq be misleading, since the pqment of the inte-
rest rate to oompensate tor the inflation rate appears in the ourrent
aooount, ~â. the flow of olaims which enables the real value ot aSBete
to ~~ maintained and whioh is finanoed by the p81JBent of the interest is
shown .as a oapi tal or monetary rlow, in other wQrds, de~nding on the form
the transfer takes, the balanoe on current aooount and/orthe overall
balance of P81D1ents may differ. Similar reasoning oould be applied to the
budget.
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This is how the problem of coordin&tin~ the bu~etar.Y policies of the

oountries of the European Community oan be viewed. To resolve the problem,

ve must know, in partioular, the reasons ~ the different countries accu-

mulate seourities and currenoies. In this oonnection, it oan also be em-

phasized that, generally speaking, budgetary policy is framed aooording to

essential short-term requirements, whereas only long-term objeotives should

be oonsidered : the major role of budgetar,y policy, i.e. the determination

of the net budget position, is to transfer purchasing power from one gene-

ration to another and from one countr.r to another.

v

~.

If the long-term view is adopted, therefore, the oonolusions reaohed

are similar to those arrived at with the "budgetary theories". At the saJDe

time, it m81 be emphasized that these oonolusions resemble those reaohed

in the study of monetary po1ioy : in the long run, monetary or budgetary

policy is "ineffective", in the sense that the real oaM, value of balances,publkl

in.debtedness, etc. is determined by economio agents, whether national or

external.

-

In the short run, however, budgetary polioy, like monetary polioy,

mq be termed "effective". And yet, in the saDIe vq as one oannot infer

from the fact that the exchange rat e and the money supply are purely "nominal"

variables that they cannot usefully be employed for short-term economio
~

polioy purposes, one oannot infer from the notion that the budget defioit

aJ.1dthe trade defioit are l,inked in the ]ong run that it is budgetary policy

which, at any time, determines the trade ba1anoe.

.."

e
Inoidenta1ly, the New Cambridge Sohoo1 approaoh oontains an ambiguity

whioh should be cleared up. According to this approach, the trade balance is

determined by the budgetary ba1anoe and the exohange rate must be used to

influence the level of economic activity. If the latter assertion could be

explained by the fact that a devaluation would produce a positive variation

in the trade balance, it would be inoonsistent with the proposition that

the trade defioit depends solely on the budgetary deficit. Perhapsit could

then be assumed that a devaluation results in an inoree,se in the general

level of prioes. However, it could be deduced that this had a positive effect

on employment only if a relationship of the .Phillips' ourve" type waB

.../;,~.
~
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~

assumed to exist Ibn the economy. But it seems that no empirioal relation- .

ship has been discovered between the level of activity and the exchange

rate. It would, however, still be possible to argue that, if the publie

deficit dètermines the trade balanoe, the exohange rate, for its part,

determines the rate of inflation (1). Some of the authors of the Cambridge

School approach take the view, however, that the inflation is not sufficient

to offset the productivity gain whioh exporters derive from a devaluation,

so that the effect on growth is positive.

4It

The fundamental objeotion that it disregards several possible effeots

of a variation in the publie deficit on the ma~ro-économic variables, such

as those given in the table above, can be made conoerning the relationship

between the trade balanoe and the short-term public deficit. Thus, the

assumption that (I - S) remains oonstant is of crucial importanoe in the

"budgetar,y ~heories". It can, however, be questioned.

~e

- First, at the empirioal level, the assumption is questionable, sinoe it
is diffioult to find a stable investment funotion, i.e. one whioh oan

satisfactorily explain the behaviour of investment. Even if the saving

funotion is oomparatively more stable, it is probably not stable enough

to provide an irrefutable basis for the"budgetary theories".:By wq of com-

parison, it mq be recalled that the ahort-term stability of the money

demand function, on which the monetarist approaches are based, is relati-

vely greater than that of the investment f-.:mction.

- Nevertheless, even if stable investment and saving functions oan be found,

the "budgetary theories" could still be critioized on the grounds that

a number of the factors explaining investment and saving behaviour mq

very well themselves depend on budgetary polioy. No doubt, this is parti-

cularly true in the case of the interest rate.

The budgetar,y theories probably start from the assumption that, at

the outset, the private seotor and the commeroial banks are in stock equi--
librium and that these seotors do not, therefore, wish to aocumulate addi-

~../...
(1) For empirioal verifioation of this point, see the stu4 by Ball :.!!...!:l..

!'

;.
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tional claims cr mcney. Conseqnent~, it is obvious that a public deficit

can be finanoed only from external sources either because the external

sector buys the national ourrencyor foreign exchange or because it buys

public securities. But if the external sector is to buy securities without

the national interest rate rising and thus without affecting the level of

national investment, one of the following assumptions must be satisfied

.....

't

i) 'rhe external sector :l.snot in stock equilibrium and is, therefore,

willing to aocumulate securities. Hcwever, onoe stock equilibrium is

attained, the countr.y will net be able to sell securities without the

interest rate rising. National investment will fall and part of the

public deficit wi 11 be financed by nat ional saving. The trade balance

will not then be equal te the budget position.
4t

11) The external sector is infinitely larger than' 'ihe countr.y in question :

in this case, the interest rate ilJ determined by the external sector and

an arbitrage mechanism ensures that the interest rate in the country

cannot be higher than the world interest rate, where exchange rates are

fixed. Nevertheless, this assumption is questionable, for two reasons :

- empirically, it does not correspond to the situation of the European

Conmunity either because the European Community is an area which is

not infinitely smaller than the rest of the world or because the size

of the countries of the ~ropean Community, particular~ the larger

countries, is not insignifioant compared with the European COlIIDunity

as a whole. Any increase in the budgetary deficit of a countr.y in the

European Community, fer example, mq cause the interest rate to rise

in all the countries of the Community, indioating that this defioit

is financed b,y all these countries (if it is aSSttmedthat the European

Community is isolated from the rest of the world by a qatem of fle-

xible exchange rates). However, it is also to be noted that interest

rate changes are precisely the meohanism whereb,y the budget defioits

in the different countries are rendered compatible, thus dispensing

with the need to IIccordina.te" budgetary pOlicies. At most, it can be

said that the interest ra'te in 'the European Community depends, amongst

other variables, on the aggregate of the budgetary positions of the

i'I
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oountries in the Community. 'l'he higher the tigure, the greater the share

of Baving uBed to f'inanoe publio activity. The countries of' the European
Community mq have reason to seek, theref'ore, a " Eu.ropean Community

budget def'ioit" which mq be of' some size. However, the objective is one

of' f'aotor allooation and not of' a policy aimed at stabilization.

If' the assumption that the dimension of the European Community is infi-

nitely smaller than the external sector is felt to be justifiable, it is

still going toofar to argue that a country oan indefinitely f'inanoe its

budget deficit by selling seourities to the external sec:tor.: the increase

in the country's indebtedness inoreases the f'inancing risk f'or external

investors - in other words, all securities are not perfeot~ interchangeable

since the f'inanoial standing whioh the various borrowers may enjoy cannot

be the same in each oase. There is, therefore, bound to come a time when

the government can no longer f'inanoe its def'ici t without raising the in-

terest rate, thereby affecting national investment and national saving and

hence the trade balanoe.

- Lastly, if exchaDRe rates are not fixed., it is olear that interest rates

mq differ between oountries. There is then oonsiderable likelihood that

the public deficit will affect not only the trade balanoe but also.intera-

al investment and saving.

To SUlU up, the "budgetary theories" have the following implioation :

the smaller a oountry is compared with the rest of' the world and the more

mobile securities are at international level, the less ef'f'ect the issue

of' additional seourities 'b7 the government will have on the national (and

international) interest rate. In a small countr,:, the bulk of' new seourity

issues will be aoquired b,y the external sector, and the real domestic effect

of budgetary polioy will be insign1fioa.n.t~ It is olear, however, that these

conolusions are not direotly derived from t'he basio equations in the "bud-

getary theories" or from the above table (p.41 ) but f'rom specif'ic economio

hypotheses.
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- 56 - ANNEX C

nmlcA'l'ORfi >OF TRADE .Am) FINANCIAL nmxmATION*)

1. Indicators of trade inteR1"ation

The process of integration in commodity markets in Europe is rela-

tively well surveyed in the existing literature, though because of time

lags in publication it is not easy to find results whioh inolude the most

recent years. A major source is Balassa, ed. (1915) which contains in

Part 1 a study' of trade creation and diversion and of tendencies in intra.-

European specialization in trade and production up to around 1910. These

results supply a number of indicators of the effects of integration in

the form of changes in prioe and income elasticities of import demand

between a pre-EO base period and a span of recent years. The evidence is

not unanimous, for example, income elasticities suggest a considerable

increase in interdependence (trade creation), while price elasticities

calculated for bilat~ral intra-EO import demand appear to have diminished

in the decade starting 1958 (1). Is is not clear whether these speëmfio

studies with an emphasis on the working. of the price mechanism and oonsi-

derable disaggregation are being updated by their authors or by others. In

any case they ~ be too complicated and demanding in terms of data for

OPl'ICAto take up.

What may be sufficient for the purpose and more realistic in terms of

the effort required would be to survey, on the baSis of a more aggregated

model such as the OECD/IMF world trade model or the external linkage re-

lations in Project LIHK,the salient characteristics of European Community

member economies' import volume demand and export price equations. B,y

means of equations such as those presented in Samuelson (1913) it is possible

to evaluate the openness of economies by, (11- the sensitivity of imports to

shifts in domestic demand andJ~Atthe degree of control of individual ex-

porting countries over their export prices. In the case of the latter eri-

terion there appears to be a clear ranking of countries by size, the larger

the country, the greater the impact of domestio cost developments on its

export prices. This throws light on the applicability of the Scandinavian-

...j...

(1) See Balassa (1915), Ch. 3 and pp. 50-55.
*) References to the authors mentioned ~ be found at the end of. the annex.
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Italian model of inflation acoording to which world market price trends

together with productivity trends in the sheltered sector determine na-

tional inflation rates under fixed exchange rates; the world trade model

suggests important modifications to this view even for small ,economies.
.,,"

The Commission has in the past commissioned several projects

d.esigned to quantify the mechanisp~ of ;>:>tra-EC income flu('!~uations;

the most recent are the COMEn' and EURO-mU'lels, which focus on foreign

trade multipliers more than on the price mechanism. Some of the simula-

tions reported by Barten and d'Alcantara (1974) would constitute use-

ful survey material in an assessment of the openness of member economies.

~

2.- Indioators of financial inteRl'ation

Several potential indicators of financial openness of individual

economies are available and have been used in empirical work. They in-

clude, tn particular, the extent to which domestic interest rates have

conformed to compara']:llerates elsewhere, or, as a more refined variant,

the extent to which. a forward exchange premium or discount has tended to

eliminate the uncovered differential between strategic ehort-term rates

at home and abroad, eee notably Arg and Hodjera (1973). other potential

indioators foous on the elasticity of the demand functions for various

categor~es of financial assets with respect to changes in relative in-

terest ratesJ these indioators should, in principle, yield a ranking of

countries by degree of opénness corresponding to that obtained with the

first set, since both assess the degree of substitution between domestic

and foreign financial assets. Examples of this approach m~ be found i.a.

in the work of Branson and Hill (1971) Em capital flows, i.e. excess

demand or supply of domestic securities, or of Hamburger (1974) on the

demand for money function in selected economies.

e

;../

ei

The most promising conceptual framework for developing indicators

of financial integration seems to be that set up by Kouri and Porter in

a series of studies (1972, 1974, 1975)."Their basic position is that

short-term capital flows may be viewed as arising from imbalanoes between

the domestic demand for monetary base and the supplyavallable through domestic

...j...
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monetary actions by the authorities and through a surplus on ourrent

external aocount. An indicator of openness (or finanoial integration)

is provided by the degree to which ohanges in these supply faotors are

offset through oapital in - or óutflows. The inspiration from the mone-

tary approach to the balance of payments is olear: in open eoonomies

attempts to stimulate domestic activity by pushing money supply aheäd

of demand leak out as oapi tal outflows. The meohanism may involve some

changes in relative interest rates or it may be a more direct spill-over,

as Kouri-and Porter suggest (1). A similar approach has been adopted by

Helliwell and'Lester (1975) for Canada.

On the whole these empirioal studies appear to have yielded plausible'

and fairly robust results both in absolute and relative terms. Germany

comes out as the most finanoially integrated eoonomy with a direot offset

of up to 80 per oent within short periods of time. The offset for the

three other oountries investigated by Kouri and Porter - Australia, Italy

and the Netherlands'"':'is somewhat lower, typioally about half that found

for Germany. The period of estimation is throughout from the early 1960' s

to 1970-71, i.e. the,period of fixed exchange rates.

Reoent work by de Gr~u~~ (1975) has extended a simplified version of

the Kouri-Porter model to a, group of European oountries. The main weakness

of the model is its failure to illustrate the interdependenoe of national

monetary ,aotions in a group 9f financially integrated economies BUoh as

those of the European CommunitiesJ the rest of the world behaves passively

by absorbing or supplying-finanoial assets in a oompletely elastio way.

This is inappropriate in the analysis of European monetary integration

relevant from the viewpoint of OPTICA. Here the focus must be on the inter-

dependence between the component parts of the Communities (and other coun-

tries closely linked to the European Communities) with a view to delimiting

the area within which the pursuanoe of nationally set monetary targets may

endanger the stability of the area as a whole.

De Grauwets work takes an important step in this direction by formu-

lating a model linking the monetary basis of seven EUropean countries:

Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland and the United

Kingdom. In a fixed exohange rate regime changes in the international re-

serves of one oountry depend on the domestic money creation in the country

Cl) Kouri and Porter put the ma.in emphasis on -th'e d.irect substitution between
domestio and foreign sources of monetary ba.se, but they also find signi-
ficant effects of changes in interest rate differentials. Since such changes

are systematically related to domestio monetary actions, the full offset
to such actions is larger than the directly estimated offset coeffioients
suggest.
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itselt, in the other six and (idea1l7) in the outside world. No na-

tional intereri rates or inoomes are explioi t17 inoluded in the model.

The demand for money is implioit17 regarded as stable, so that all

monetary disturbanoes arise on the supply side. This simple model is

then estimated. on quarterly ohanges in 1959 through 1910 in the (ad-

justed) monetary base. However, due to multiool1inearity between domestio

money oreation in the seven economies,only the impaot from the present

and the previous quarter's domestic money oreation in the particular

eoonom;y is estimated., the impact from domestio measures in ant of the

other six economies is assumed to oonstitute a proportion of that other

country's reserve change corresponding to the share in the seven-count!?'

GIP of the econom;ystudied. As de Grauwehimself points out, this is a
'~~elassumption which reduces the reliability ot the results, for example,

the share of Switzerland in total GNPno doubt understates its financial

role in shaping Italian or German capital flows.

"'

~.

e

Despite these shortoomings the approach ot de Grauwe with its em-

phasis on intr&-European interdependenoeaDd the dependenoe of the area

upon what happens in the United States aDd the Elmo-currency markets Se8mB

the most promising point of departure for empirioal work during a possible

seoond phase in the work of OPTICA. The preliminary results for 1959-10
accord broadly with a priori notions about the raDking of European eoono-

mies b.1 degree of openness, in the smaller eoonomies the offset to domestio
..

monetar" base oreation through reserve flows is nearly 100 per oent after
two quarters, even higher, in IwitzerlaDd. The financial openness of

Ge~ is found to be a bit less pronounced than in the results of Xouri

aDd Porter.

,J

..

ei

T.be results on offset are only one part of de Grauwe's analysis. he

prooeeds from them to a study of how various simple procedures on sterili-

sation of reserve flows in the seven eoonomies ~ leadto explosiveswings

in reserves. Systematio use of fuli or near-tall sterilization by two or

more countries does, indeed, lea4 to such swings, thereby forcing

either &11abandonment of sterilisation or struotural changes, e.g. in the

form of oontrols on oapital flows. T.be &11&17l11sis rioh in implioations

for the delip of monetar.r polioy in a '7ltem of fixed exchange rates in

that it points to limitl - in th. form of max111W1 permi.sible sterilization -
to gtional monetary indepeD4enoe inside & financially integrated. area. As

.../...
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BUch it is of great interest in the evaluation of the feasibility

of European monetar,y unifioation in the limited sense of narrow bands

around cross parities between partioipating currenoies.

The aim of any empirical work undertaken by OPTICA in this area

should be, by the simplest methods available, (1) to refine and to

update through 1975 these results for the seven countries studied by

de Grauwe, (2) to extend them to other countries relevant from the

viewpoint of European Communities' monetary co-operation and (3) to

draw implications for the design of national monetary policy for coun-

tries inside and outside the snake. Such an analysis would be a useful

contribution to the ongoing attempts by the Commission and national

officials to aSBess national monetary actions. The approach is well-

founded theoretically and topical, it m~ be recalled, in particular,

that the largest member economy, Germany, is currently pursuing a mone-

tary policy conceived in terms of a target growth rate for central bank

money (monetary base). This suggests that it would be of the greatest

interest for the Communities to develop methods for assessing in a roug~

way the likely consequences of alternative policy targets in Germany.

'--'
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